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THEi ADDRSS INlMEtD is.

THfE -ADRESS IN MEDICINE

BY

H A. LAFLýEuR, B.A., M.D.,

Assistant Professor of Medicine and Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine, McGill
University; Physician to the Montreal General Hospital.

Delivered before the klaritime Medical Association, Ialifax, July 4, 1901.

Mr. President and Gentlemen:-

The parable of the imjust judge who fimally yielded to the impor-
tunities of the litigious widow finds its parallel in the present instance.

Some time in , September of last year, on the occasion of the
meeting of the Canadian Medical Association in Ottawa, I met the

genial president of the Maritime Medical Association, and -in an un-
guarded moment allowed him to sound me on the question of delivering
the Address in-Medicine at the meeting of the Martime Medioal Asso-
ciation and the Medical Society of Nova Scotia, in the following July.
There seemed to be plenty of time to consider the matter, and I gave
I fear an evasive answer, trusting in my innermost soul that time
would obliterate on both sides the recollection of this .interview. My
h1iopes, however, were shatt·ered some months later by receiving a more
pressing invitation, and, while still balancing between yea and nay, a
second letter arrived informing me that the Executive Committee was
tc meet in two or three days to make out. the programme. I felt that
an immediate decision was unavoidable, and somewhat reluctantly
telegraphed Dr. Muir an acceptance of his offer. Since then I have
had occasion.to repent at leisure.

That I an delighted .on the present occasion to meet such a repre-
sentative gatliering of my confrères of the Lower Provinces, goes
-without saying, but T should bave preferred to come as an appreciative
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listener, rather than to attenipt to interest you with 'an address the
inadeqjuacy of which I keenly- feel and regret.

The choice of a subject that would interest the largest nunber of
my hearers was not the least difficulty to be met, for on such an
occasion one ]nust not on the one hand be satisfied with glittering

generalities, nmch less platitudes, nor on the other,.treat a particular
subject with a detail that might become wearisonie, or at least would
not be in keeping with the general purpose of an address in the broad
field of Medicine. And herein precisely lies the difficulty; for the
larger the subject the harder it is to present it in an ~acceptable and
inielligible form.

As the old rhetoricians were wont to say-the greater the exten-
sion the less the intention. Many subjects of the grcatest professional
interest, inoreover, wlhich were formerly in the sphère of thouglit and
action of the physician (using the tern in its restricted sense), are now
-elaimed as their own by the specialists or the general surgeon. In
medical and surgical practice, as in international polities, there are
"1spheres of influence," which are more or less constantly changing, and
fields of thought and action are "gerrymandored" not 1es than political
constituencies. Consider for a noient the inroads that the general
surgeon and Ihe specialist have miîade. and are nmaking, into the "sphere
o[ inifluenc&' of the physician. Perhaps the earliest, and to ny mind
an unjustifiable, transference has been that of syphilis, first to the
province of the general surgeon, and then to that of the genito-nrinary
specialist. In ncarly all of its manifestations, certainly in its later
andi more serious ones, syphilis is essentially a medical disease,
aienable to our two best-known specifies, and not requiring operative
intervention or instriunentation of any kind. I know that on this
side of the water. physicians comnmnonly treat syphilis, but it is not so
everywhere, and there is less excuse for an extensive article on syphilis
in a text-book of surgery, than for an article on appendicitis in a text-
book of nedicine. lu the case of appendicitis the change of allegiance,
so to spoak, has undoubtedly been for the well-being of the patient
and the good naine- of the profession, and it cannot be denied that
there is a satisfactory contrast between the new style of patient and
the old-the old so often with ,sunken cheeks and eyeballs, thready
pulse and distended abdomen, succumnbing to general peritonitis under
a double poisoning by toxins and heroie doses of opium--and the
new, with aliost ininiediate relief of pain, the avoidance of general
peritoneal infection, rapid convalescence and full diet in ten days or a
fortnight.

A priori, it would seeni that a tuberculous peritonitis with effusion
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should be as amemable to purely medical treatment as a pleurisy with
effusion (which is, in the vast iajority of cases, a tuberculous lesion)
both being localizations of tuberculous infection to serous membranes,
and yet we know such is not the case. It is certainly proved by
statisties that opening the abdomen and draining the effusion, not
simple tapping, is more likely to be followed by a favourable result
than if a purely expectant treatment, perhaps with paracentesis, be
adopted.

Cholelithiasis is another afffection that the surgeon bas laid claim
to and in which the most brilliant results have been achieved. -Un-
questionably it is better that the surgeon should incise the comnion
bile-duct, remove the obstructing stone and neatly sew iýp the duct,
than that the physician should make a "mayonnaise" of the contents
of his patient's duodenum by the administration of imassive doses of
olive oil, in the futile hope of washing out or dissolving, in soie
niysterious way, the offending foreign body. And if the stone he in
the cystie duct, how nuch more rational it is for the surgeon to perforn
a cholecystotorny, than to trust to luck that the stone will sli) back,
or to administer drugs in the hope that by their means a body mneasur-
ing half an inch in diameter will be forced through a corkscrew-like
tube the size of a crow-quill. A coimparison botween the size of the
aeorage gall-stone and the diamneter of the cystie duet is not calculated
to inspire one with a blind belief in Providence.

Still more recently surgery has stepped into ralins that were once
the undisputed territory of the physician.

Ulcer of the stomacli, at least in its two most formidable events,
hSnorrhage and perforation, bas benefited, largcly from surgical
intervention. In the case of cancer of the stomach the surgeon sarcas-
tically remarks that if the physician would only niake an early diagnosis
he would cre the patient, and in any case ho is willing to help the
patient-and the physician-by easing the downward path of the
patient by a gastro-enterostomy.

One might extend the list by mentioning simple gastrectasis and
gastroptosis, and enteroptosis, all of which May ait least· be alleviated
by surgical procedures.

Even ascites fron cirrhosis of the liver has found its surgical
enthusiasts, and now pulmonary tuberculosis is to bc arrosted and
even cured by a surgical procedure, the production of an artificial
pnieumoth orax )y pmlnprng an inn ocuous gas into the pleural sac.
There are some who think that a year or two in the Adirondacks, the
Laurentians or Colorado is a less hazardous method of arriving at a
similar result.
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Aieurisn of the aorta is undoubtedly in some comparatively rare
eases influenced for good by the insertion of gold wire into the sac,.
combined with tie passage of an electrie current through the wire,
but 1 confess I read with some surprise the sweeping stateient made
quite recently in the journal of a very celebrated institution, to the
effect (I quote textually) that "this dreadful malady is usually a surgical
disease."

Jt is true ihe author of this remarkable statement is a gymecolo-
gisi., and we know that gynoeologists are particularly sanguine in
regard to operations. The results actually givén by the writer do not,
Jiowever, bear out bis contention. In 23 cases treated by the combined
wire and electrolysis method, relief of pain and other symptoms
ocuirred n11ine cases, or 39 per cent., and possibly life was prolonged,
but in 10 cases, 43 per cent., "deathi was probably liastened." Four
cascs, tiree thoracie. and one abdominal, were cured, but, says the
writeor, 'iere we inust speak with reserve, for knowledge of the living
patient or proof gained by autopsy are at our command for but two of
ihese cases." No loubt aneurisin of the aorta is in the vast majority
of instances a hopelessly fatal disease, but cannot inany of us point to
cases in wich lithe symptoms have been. narkedly alleviated and life
prolonged for many months, even of comparative usefulness, by periods
of rest in bed, restriction of diet and drink, ond possibly the use of
iodide of potassium? Sucli menasures at least have no tendeney to
shorten life.

It wouild not need a great stretch of the imagination to conceive
that in the not distant future, some daring surgeon should devise a

-Nalvulotoime" by means of which a button-hole mitral valve might.
be safely incised and then dilated, or taking the opposite condition,
an instrument for " taking in the slack " and shortening up the chorde-
tendinee.

We have long since cease to be surprised at anything. One miglit
wCl ask if there is anything else left for the physician. The infections?-
Ib not the hope of the future in bacterio-and serui-therapeutics,
Nid liere again, is it not the bacteriologist, the laboratory worker, who.
discovers the antitoxins and the curative and prophylactic sera that
the physician uses in bis daily practice? Moreover, preventive medicine
is ever narrowing this field of action, and we may look forward to the.
state of affairs portrayed some years ago in a caricature of "Punch,"
where a long procession of disconsolate physicians is represented
ira-ndering the streets of the model city "Hygeia" crying with one voice.

-"we have no work to do."
It may seem strange to you that in an Address in Medicine I
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shLould so inconsistently raise the pean of victory for surgery and
acteriology. . Believe nie, this is not doue in an envions or carping

spirit, but merely to illurtrate the fact tha.t in the matter of the-
successful treatient of disease, the surgeon and the bacteriologist have
undoubtedly made greater strides than the physician, thougih in the
purely scientific aspects of professional knowledge I think it must be
admitted that the physician has at least equalled the attaiuments of
his surgical colleague.

The chief advances in medicine (using the tenu in its restricted
sense) have been in, the elucidation of obscure points in etiology, the
more accurate description of the clinical phenomena of disease, and
the improvements of methods of diagnosis.

To a few of these I would especially like to draw your attention
The fleld being so vast and the labourers so many, .it would be impos-
sible to do justice to the whole subject, and I trust youwill forgive
me' if I take as illustrations a few of the more common affections which
forn the bulk of the daily experience of the physician.

Among these, pulmonary tuberculosis elains the first place on
account of its extensive prevalence and the prominent place it occupies
in the mortality statistics of nearly every country on the face of the
globe. Since the epoch-mnaking discovery of Koch, nineteen years
ago, there is surely no one, whose opinion is worth considering, who
does not recognize that tuberculosis has been finally and definitely
removed from the group of so-called constitutional diseases, to occupy
its rightful place among the specific infective diseases.

The recognition of this fact has profoundly modified our views in
many directions. Heredity as a factor in the trensmission of tuber-
culosis has lost ground in proportion to, the ever multiplying proofs
of the frequency of infection, and though it cannot be denied that a
certain bodily condition, made up of many as yet imperfectly defined
elements, does form a favourable soil for the growth and multiplication
of the tubercle bacillus, it also cannot be denied that an individual
inheriting such a bodily condition, if removed from all the known
sources of infection and placed in a suitable environent is not more
liable to .develop pulmonary tubarculosis than his more f avourably
constituted fellow-being. Many of the so-called hereditary cases of
pulmonary tuberculosis are nothing more than examples of family
infection, -one member after .another -of a familybecoming infected
throughi period extending 'perhaps .-over mny -eMrs o Mst of us
could cite cases in support of' this view; I know of sevéraltliàt èani
be explained satisfo;otorily in no other manner. It would be interestieg
to know whether this. method of family transmission, what might be
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called pseudo-heredity, is to be observed more frequently in the country
and in snall towns than in the larger centres of population. Vity folk
change their domicile more frequently than the inhabitants of rural
districts, and one would expect that family infection would be found
more frequently in the case of families who had occupied the same
bouse for a long term of years.

A medical friend practicing in a small village in the Province of
Quebec, a health resort for city people in the .summer, told me that he
had cone to the conclusion that so far as his district was concerned,
pulnonary. tuberculosis, which was quite common there, was in most
instances due to family infection in the domicile.

That bouse infection, whether of inemiers of the same family or
of subsequent occupants of the infected house, is a very common factor
in the spread of tuberculous disease ean hardly be doubted when one
examines the mnaps of districts in certain cities, where the infected
bouses have been plotted, showing the frequency of tuberculous cases
in certain houses, while the inmnediately adjoining dwellings have
rernained free fromu any cases of th- disease. Public ordinances for-
bidding spitting in public buildings and factories, and in tramways,
railw.ay carriages and other public conveyances, are no doubt very
useful, but I an convinced the danger fromn such sources of infection
is infinitesinial compared with that incurred in living from year to
year iii a ho-usc that is, or las been infected by one or more individuals
suffering from chronic pulmonary tuberculosis, and until strict disin-
fection of such infected domiciles becones the law and is scrupulously
carried out, we nuist not expect to see any great diminution in the
incidence of puhnonary tuberculosis. No dou.bt if proper precautions
were taken by the infeeted individual in the regard to the disposal of
bis expectoration tle danger of infection wou]d bi minimized, but
knowing how rarely such precautions are systematically observed by the
patient or enforced in -any but a half-hearted way by nost physicians,
except in sanatoria, it seems hopeless for the present to expect any
diminution of house-infection by this mean. It might scem super-
fluous at the present time to insist on the necessity of early diagnosis
in tuberculous disease of the respiratory passages, were it not a fact
tiat in so vcry mnany instances the diagnosis is still iade too late-not
necessarily Ion late for a fair prospect of arrest or even cure of the
disease-but too late in the sense that it might and should have been
made earlier. and have saved thbe patient both finie and expense in his
subsicequent àearch for bealth. I amn not going to weary you with a
recital of all the subjective and objective sians tlat point to early
tuberculous infection of tlre lungs; any properly trained physician'
knows these.
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. ailuxe to make an early diagnosis is due too olten to sheer care-
lessness or huirry on the part of the physiclan-to errors of omission
rather than of conunission. A liesty exanination, with only a few
square inches of the upper part of the front of the chest exposed, or
worse still a perfunctory so-called auscultation through two or thrce
thickness of clothing, results in a diagnosis of a "cold" or a '"bron-
chial caturrh," and ieanwhile the the bacilli are doing their work-
thoroughly.

A curions thing is that very often the diagnosis is persisted in,
though the "bronchial catarrh" has not "yielded to the usual reine-
dies," and something more radical in the drug line is then tried. It
ought to be an axiom that any " cold" or " bronchi eatarrh" that lias
lasted a nonth is to be looked upon with the greatest suspicion, and
calls for a thorougl examination of the respiratory tract, if that has not
already been done.

And indeed, why .wait so long l There is, moreover, no excuse
for not exanining the sputuan for tuberle bacilli in al 'cases of disease
of the respiratory passages. If one does not possess the materia.1, or is
not familiar with the simple technique, required for this examination,
is it not a very easy inatter to thinly smear half a dozen microscope
coverslips and send them, or perhaps better still a specimen of the
.sputum in a cean bottle, to the nearest hospital that possesses even
the most elementary elinical laboratory? A patient will not object
to a fee for sueli an exanination if it be niade clear to him that it is
a necessary preliminairy not only to the diagnosis of his case but to
its successful treatment. Thorough physical examination of the chest
and routine examination -of the sputa would certainly save a nw.ber of
patient.s from a long and too often eventually fatal illness. In a few
cases the examination of the sputum may not be conclusive, while the
physical signs and the subjective symptoms still point strongly to tuber-
culous disease. If possible in such cases the patient should be tested
with tuberculin-hut, I repoat, such cases are rare.

It is to be supposed that once the diagnosis is established, and
that early, the patient is to be told frankly what is the matter with
hii, and urged to place himx.elf in surroiundings most favourable to
specdy recovery froi bis incipient infection.

Practically this means that le must have rest in the open air, and
as abundant a diet as his digestive organs will 'admit of, preferably
in those clinatic surroundings which w-e know. froin experiêînce'äfforl
th-e largest percentage of recoveries from incipient puhnonarr fiber-
culosis. The first two desiderata, rest and food, can be obtainied
ainywhere and by nearly everyone. it is in regard to the last that the
difficulty lies.
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Social and domestic questions arise in very many cases that militate
against change of domicile, but by insistence these may often be over-
come. Spcaiking generally, one does not usually get well from tuber-
culosis in the locality in which i s was contracted, and yet with those
that for one reason or another cannot or will not change their residence,
miuch may be done by insisting that if they remain at home they must
live as they woiuld do, were they sent to the Adirondacks, the Lauren-
tians, the Canadian Rochies or Colorado.

Before leaving the topie of pulmona.ry tuberculosis I wish to repeat
the opinion. already eXpressed, that pleurisy with serons effusion, the
so-called pleurilis a frigore, is in the vast najority of instances a Mani-
fcstiion of tuberculous infection. This conception, advauced some
twenty years ago by the Frenlich clinicians, especially by Landouzy, and
based on evidence of a elinical, pathological and experimental nature,
is certa.inly gaining ground. OsIer expresses himself deecidedly of this
opinion. "I confess (lie says) -that the more carefully I have studied
the question the larger does the proportion appear to be of primary
pleurisies of iuberculous oigin." The evidence rests on the following
facts:-

Firstly, in a numiber of instances, imdoubted evidence has existed
of prior or concomitant tuberculous manifestations in the pleuritie

patien)t.
Secondly, in individuals wlio irere apparently h'ealthy before the on-

set of plearisy, and who have died curing the period of'active effusion,
the post-nortem examination has proved the tuberculous nature of
the pleurisy.

Thirdly, a large iunber of cases that have recovered fron pleurisy
with effusion sooner or later present unequivocal signs of tuberculosis,
usually of the huigs. This is so common that I never fail .to ask a
tuberculous subject if lie has ever had pleurisy with effusion, and though
I cannot give you exact statistic., it is remarkable how often the answer
is afflirmative. The experimental evidence, however, is even more
concusive.

Guinea-pigs inoc'ulated with a sufficient quantity (1-5 cub. cm.) of
the serous exudate siccuimb in very large proportion to miliary tuber-
culosis. It is true that even. careful microscopie examination of the
serous exudate fails in mo.st cases to reveal the presence of tubercle
bacilli, but it mnust be reiîembered that the bacilli are few i nuiber
and the effusion uisually copious, so that the inoculation test with
massive doses of sertuni, is more likely to prove positive than the search
for bacilli.

The experiimental evidence is further strengthened by the fact that
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a large number of patients with serous pleurisy react to tuberculin,
even when there is absolutely no evidence of tuberculous disease in
the viscera.

The recognition of the tubereulous origin of serious pleurisy lias
soinewhat altered our opinions as regards the proper treatient to be
adopted in such cases, particularly in the matter of the removal of the
effusion by tapping. It lias been shown that the exudate contains 'a
smajll ùanount of tuberculin, and the absorption of this is believed te

prodtice at least a temporary immunity against further extension of
the tuberculous process in the tissues.

Certain it is, thatserous pleurisy tends, more than any other tuber-
culous lesion, to run a more or less definite course and te end spon-
taneously in recovery. If this bo se, it follows that tapping eught net
to be performed carly an'd often, but shotild be reserved for those cases
in which an excessive ainount of fluid threatens either, inunediately, the

proper functioning of the circulatory apparatus, or, ultiiately, the
integrity of the lung froin too long continued pressure.

Another corollary is that the subjects of serous pleurisy, should in
their convalescence have the same treatment as indivicial.s suffering
from incipient puhnonary tuberculosis, that is to say, hyper-alimentation
and a more or Iss prolonged sojourn in suitable climatic surroundings.
In any .'ase it is well to keep such patients under clo.se observition for
the first indication of pulnonary involvement.

Turning now .to typhoid fever, which next te tuberculosis is one

of the most wide-spread of tle infections, there is little that is new to
be said concerning its etiology. That it is of microbie origin is now

universallyý admitted, and that it is mainly a water-borne and easily

preventible disease is no less true, as has been demonstrated on a large
scale in several connîmunities. For its appalling prevalence in lost of
the large centres of population in America, and in many of the snaller
ones, we have to thank the apathy, net to say criminal negligence, of

our municipal governing bodies in matters relating te the public health.
They are toc busy granting important franchises for nothing te

powerfui corporations and letting out public contraets te the highest
bidders to have time to give such an improductive matter as the health
of the citizens they represent. Take the city of Montreal, for instance.
H-Iow can the municipal council be expected to take serious and intelli-
gent action in the prevention of typhoid fever, which is at all times
endemie, and too frequently attains the proportions of opidemic distri-
bution in that city, when sectional bickerings and the narrowest ward
polities prevent us from haviïg even an approach te adequate accom-
modation for actual cases of the more virulently contagious diseases?
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But, really, the question is too-depressing to dwell upon, an& I

crave yoir attention for a few reniarks on. the treatment of typhoid
fever in genoral, and in particular on the diagnosis and treatment of

its nost formidable event-perforation of the bowel.
A fairly extensive experience of this disease nay give a certain

personal flavour to what I have to say, and for this I apologise before-
hand. In the matter of diet, to begin with, I may say that my opinions
have undergone a considerable, and, I trust, a salutary change. That
an exclusive diet of milk and animal broths is the ideal one for the-
enteric patient, is at the present tinie úntenable. Brougit up in this
faith, I have since many years, entirely abjured it, and in common with
many others of more extensive experience, I an in the habit of allowing
the patient to take throughout the course of his illness, such articles
as gruel, custard, oranges, jellies, soft-boiled or poached eggs, clear
soups and purées, inilk toast and even scraped beef, provided always that
such food is well borne by the stomach and does, not produce intestinal

disturbance. Such a dietary appears to be innocuous, and certainly
relieves the monotony of frequently recurring libations of milk.

i am a franik advocate oi the treatinent of typhoid fever by hydro-
therapy, according to the method of Brand, or a slight modification of'
it. None of the objections urged against thi,s method, and they are
many, and some well-grounded, ought to weigh in the balance against
the mass of evidence that points to ultimate good for the greatest
number. -ydrotherapy is not, and never has been, clained to be a
specific treatment. It is antithermic, tonic to the cardio-vascula-
system, sedative and tonie to the nervous system, and eliminative
through the renal organs, but it is not bactericidal or antitoxic. Doubt-
less in t.he near future the ideal treatment for the infections in general;
a reliable antitoxin, will be discovered, and indeed we have the promise
of this in tie partial success of the recent prophylactic inoculations
practised in the South African canpaign and in India. Pending this,
1 refuse to be led away by any Ignis Fatuus of antiseptic or elimina-
tive treatinent based, if not on erroneous ideas of the pathology of the
disease, at least upon an unreasonable faith in the efficiency of sinall
doses of feebly antiseptic .substances uapon the length and breadth of
the intestinal mucosa and, still more incredible, upon iuero-organisms
distribuied in the deeper tissu·es, the viscera and the circulating blood.

In tle whole field of mnedicine there is probably notliing that calls
for more careful investigation of elinical phenomena, a nicer balancing
of probabilities and a greater judgcent than the early detection of ty-
phoidal perforation; and its -immediate corollary, the advisability or the
non-advisability of operative intervention. The ea.rly diagnosis, that is,
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sufficiently early to afford a reasonable hope of suceess for the surgeon,
is frauglit with many difficulties, and even the most experienced clini-
cians have made mistakes, on the one hand diagnosticating a perforation
where none was found to exist at the time of operation, or on the other,
deciding against perforation which an autopsy subsequently revealed.

Uncomplicated typhoid is, so far as the abdominal symptoms are
concerned, usually a painless disease. It is truc that transient
meteorism and diarrhea (especially if profuse), may be aecompanied
by wandering colicky pains in the abdomen, but the occurrence of
sudden, severe, localized abdominal pain in a typhoid patient is to be
held as very strong evidence of perforation of the bowel, or at least of
a localized peritonitis immediately preceding a perforation. This
should in aU cases be a note of warning, and if it be associated with
rigidity of the abdomen on palpation, it is difficult not to draw the
immediate inference that perforation has actually taken place. There
may at this early 'period be very little constitutional disturbance.
Probably the pulse rate will rise, but I am convineed that any reliance
on variations of the temperature curve as an aid to the diagnosis is
unwise. Nausea and vomiting will not necessarily be present, and to
wait for meteorism to develop is not making an early diagnosis. The
point that I wish to make, however, is that in making an early diagnosis
the inferences drawn from the local signs in the abdomen should
outweigh those d'erived from the general condition of the patient.

No reliance is to be placed. uponi an increase in the' white eleinents
of the blood as an indication of early peritoneal infection. Of this we
have had several instructive examples quite recently in Montreal.
Delirium or a stuporose condition and excessive meteorisin vastly enhance
the difficulty of early diagnosis of perforation, and indeed may make it

impossible. This, it may be said in passing, is no small argument in
favour of hydrotherapy, for delirium, cona and meteorism are of the
rarest occurrence in patients who have been systematically bathed.

Given an early diagnosis of perforation, should the patient be
given the chance for life that is afforded by surgical intervention?
Undoubtedly, yes! in many, probably the majority, of the cases.
Medically treated, perforation is practically a hopeless condition from
the outset, and surgically treated, the patient has at least a chance of
recovery-how much of a chance it is yet too early to say, for we must
have a larger experience and more extensive statistic.s, but even those we
have are quite encouraging. It must be admitted that there are some
cases in vhicl it is better, however reluctantly, to let the :pàtient die-
with the peace of mind and body borne of adequate dosc. 6f morphiâ,
than to basten his demise b)y a few hours for the sake of viewing later
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at the autopsy, an intestinal suture that is ai! that it should be, in-
pervious to gas and liquids. These are the cases that are the most
worrying and in which a sober judgment is iost needed. It is dif-
ficult to say in a general way what leads the physician and the surgeon
to agree upon the non-advisability of operation. Sometimes it may be
the rapid onset of signs of general peritoneal infection, sometimes a
very rapid pulse or cyanosis, sometimes the age or general condition of
the patient, sometimes in prolonged cases, a fear that an operation would
be the proverbjal last straw. If the patient be in good condition this
last consideration need not trouble the practitioner, for it does not
appear that ilre operation, even if it should turn out to be an explora-
tory one, (which has happened more than once) ciminishes the patients
chances of recovery from the typhoidal infection, or materially alters
the subsequent course of the 'illness. Finally, as regards the time.for
operative intervention, it seems to be the latest opinion that, if possible,
the operation should be undertaken not later than twelve hours after
the occurrence of the first symptons, but that the patient should be
allowed to recover from. the actual, or supposed, shock immediately
following a perforation.

I fear I may have become wearisome with details of what may not
be a "live issue" with many of you, and that little time is left for other
topics worthy of at least a brief mention. Ainong these, few can lay
claini to greater interest than the diagnosis of meningeal inflamma-
tions in the light of two comparatively recent, and as yet insufficiently
appreciated, methods of physical examination-Kernig's sign and
rachicentesis, or, as it is better known, the lumbar puneture of Quincke.
Both of these procedures are really very valuable additions to the
physician's diagnostic armiamentariun, the first enabling him to affirm
or deny the existence of nieningeal inflammation in general- the second,
in addition, affording him a certain method of differentiating the
various forms of meningitis according to the bacterial species that is
the cause of the inflammation.

Kernig, a Russian physician, descried in 1884, - a physical sign
which seenied to him to be present exclusively in affections' of the pia:
mater, and particularly in those attended with inflammation. This
sign consists in a tonie contraction of the' flexor muscles of the thighs,
when the thighs are at a right angle with the body and the legs ex-
tended upon the thighs.

In a healthy individual it is possible to extend the leg completely,
or almost completely, with the thigh in suelh a, position, wliile ý in -a.
patient suffering fron meningitis it will befound.that,soon.fter thë
leg lias been extended a little beyond a right angle with the thigh, a
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progressively increasing resistance to further extension is oliered by
the marked tonic contraction of the muscles at the back of thé thigh.
If the attenipt to exteud. be persisted in, pain in the lumnbar region is
produced, and instead of a further extension of the leg being effected,
the pelvis will be raised.

The ign may be elicited iii two ways. either by av ig the paticut
sitting straight up on the edge of the bed, in which case, extension of
the leg to a certain point immediately produces the phenoimenon, or,
with the patient lying fiat on bis back, the thigh is first brought to a
right angle with the body, and the leg then extended until flexor
spasm is 'observed.

It is' remarkable that such an easily recognized Fgn should have
attracted but little notice, and that not very aNorable, for 14 years.

A revival.of interest in this test was inaugurated by the publica-
tion of Netter's statistics in 1898 and 1899, and those .of Herrick, of
Chicago, in 1899. From these it appears that Kernig's sigu was found
in ninety per cent. of all cases of meningitis.

In 100 cases of disease other than meningitis Herrick found this
sign in only two; in one of these there was a cerebral lesion (subdural
hemorrhage), in the other a local cause of contracture in the lower
extremitv.

Before applying this test it is neces,.sary to exclude any local cause
for flexor contracture, such as arthritis of the knee or hip joints, organie
disease of the spinal cord, and sciatica.

Though no entirely satisfactory explanation of this phenomenon
bas as vet been advanced, it is highly probable that it is partly due to
an exaggerated tonus in the muscles at the back of the thiglh.

The lumbar puncture of Quineke, is a less simple means of detect-
ing meningeal mischief, but affords at the same time more defruite
information.

Proposed by Quineke in 1891, this method of diagnosis, was not
utilized to any extent, in America at ieast, until five or six years ago,
and even now lias not obtained the general recognition that its value
entitles it too. In a text-book of Medicine published. this year in
England, I find no mention of lumbar puncture as a means of diagnosis
in meningitis. The technique is not difficult. The patient lies in
bed on the riglit or left side, according to the choice of the operator,
wi th the back well bowed, the knees drawn up toward the abdomen
and the head and neck well bent forward. To ensure stability in this
position t is kvell to:liav5 a fir llôw,or sand-bag, under the flank
and abdoinen; ánd'.,ti a;sistant holding tlie patient's legs and. shoulders
to prevent m6vement of the spine during the puncture. The lùmbar
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region of the spine is thoroughly scrubbed with soap and water, and
thon washed over with sublimated alcohol. -Having previously disin-
fected his hands, the operator selects either the second or the third
lunbar space, which is usually easily located and may be inarked be-
forehand, and an area of skin the size of a flive cent piece over the
iiii<ddle of either of tlese spaces is niade aiiestletic by a sub-epidermal
injection of cocaine. An aspirating needle of sinall calibre, not less
than four and 'onc-half centimetres long for children, and seven
:entiimetres long for adults, previously sterilized by boiling, is then

slowly thrust forward and a little upward and inward into the space
selected, one cent.imetre f rom the nedian line. As the spinal dura is

pierced a sensation will be felt as if the point of the needle were going
througi a thin and tense bladder of india-rubber. When this occurs
the operator should stop, and almost immnediately the cerebro-spinal
fluid will begin to flow froin tlie needle, usually more or less rapidly
drop by drop, but sometimos in a distinct jet. The fiuid should. be
collected in a sterilised test-tube for microscopical and bacteriological
examiînation. It is not as a rile necessary or advisable to exhaust the
fluid with a syringe. The needle is then withdrawn, and the seat of
the puncture may be smeared with collodion. The quantity removed
varies a good deal, but it is common to get from 10-20 c. c. in cases
of ieningitis. The character of the fluid as it collects in the tube
gives important information, apart fron any further examination. If
absolutely colorless and clear, it is normal cerebro-spinal fluid; if only
slighty turbid and of a very pale straw yellow tint, the case is almost
certainly one of tuberculous meningitis, and if quite turbid and rapidly
depositing a sediment, it is most likely to be either cerebro-spinal
fever, pueumococcus infection, or some secondary septie meningitis.
In any case, turbidity of the fluid, however slight, is due to cellular
elenients, and cellular elements mean an inflammatory process, normal
cerebro-spinal fluid being free fron cells.

Microscopie examination of the sediment shows mainly two types
of white blood cells, the ordinary polymorphonuclear leucocyte, or pus
cell, and the small mononuclear leucocyte, or lymphocyte, with large
nucleus and a thin rim of protoplasm. It is constantly found that the
pus cell is found in large numnbers in cerebro-spinal fever and the
septic forms of meningitis, while the lymphocyte is almost the only
cell found in tuberculous nieningitis. Bacteriological examination of
dried cover-slip preparations of the sediment shows the diplococcus
intracelharis mcningilidis of Wreichselbaum in the case of cerebro-
spinal fever, usually in considerable nunbers, while a careful. search
nay reveal a very few tubercle bacilli in tuberculous meningitis. In
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the other foris we find the pus organisms or the diplococcus of

pneumonia. In suspected tuberculous cases, the bacilli being usually
very few and hard to find, it is better to use animal inoculations, if
absolute proof is desired. I wish to insist however, that a very slightly
turbid and coloured fluid (almost like Montreal water) with scanty
sediment containing dImost exclusively the small celled leucocyte, is
practically evidence of the tuberculous nature of the meningitis.

Lumbar puncture is not a dangerous operation, if carefully and
aseptically carried out, and personally I have not seen any hariful
results following it, thougli it is stated that in some cases of cerebral
tumor untoward symptoms have been observed from a too sudden
lowering of the intracranial pressure.

One would suppose that Chlorosis vas a disease about which little
that was new could be said. We are thoroughly familiar with its
symptoms. and vith its clinical course: its predilection for the feinale
sex, its -frequent association.with latent pulmonary tuberculosis, or
with ulceration of the stoiach, and the fact learned froin repeated
experience, that with rest, fresh air, good food and the exhibition of
ferruginous preparations and laxatives the great majority of chloroties
are eventually restored to health. We know further that the blood
count in sucli ases very constantly shows a notable diminution of the
hoemoglobin value in the individual red corpuscle with very little, or
no reduction, in the actual number of the red. blood cells.

.Though no defnite or satisfactory explanation of the relative poor-
ness df the hmoglobin in the corpuscles had been given us, we had
been tauglit that it was due to a defliciency in the production of hemo-
globin-a defective' homogeneis-the underlying cause of which wvas
more or less obscure.

It would seem, if certain recent experiments are substantiated, that
our ideas of' tie ultimate etiology of chlorosis must be entirely modi-
fied.- I refer to-the work lately carried out in the pathological labora-
tory of ·Queen's Colege, Belfast, by; J. :Lorrain Smith. The details
of these experiments are too technical to be entered into on the present
occasion. It will be sufficient to say that the method consists in
administering a given -volume of gaseous carbon inonoxide to the
patient and estinating'froim this the total oxygen capacity of the
1)lood, homoglobin having the saie degree of saturation for botli of
these gases. • The total oxygen capacity, or in other terns, the total
amount of .hmoglobin, having been thus ascertained, the volume of
the blood is ,estimated by ·comparing a measired quantity with an
equal sample of ox-blood, of whiich the oxygen capacity per 100 cc.
has been determined. Applied to the investigations of the different
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forms of anoemia, this method gave instructive results, the most im-
portant of which was, that the total volume of the blood was much
more variable than the total amount of hremoglobin.

It was found that in chlorosis the volume of the blood was increased

in proportion to the severity of the disease, the total amount of hoemo-
globin at the saine time remaining approximately normal. This in-
crease of the normal plasma of the blood is accomnpanied at first by an
increase of the cellular elemenis, and consequently, since the total
h]iemoglobin remnains the same, we have a diminished amount of hoemo-
globin for eaeh corpuscle. In chlorosis, then, there is a condition of
hydronic plethora, which serves to explain many of the clinical pheno-
mena of the disease-the dyspnea and the rapid action with hyper-
trophy and dilatation of the heart, necessitated by the larger amount
of blood that is to be driven through the pulmonary and systemic
vessels. Probably also the functional cardiac murnurs are due to
over-distention of the vascular system. Though the author does not
mention it, is it not likeily also that we have in this demonstration an
explanation of the unquestionable fact long ago insisted upon by the
late Sir Andrew Clark-though for an entirely different reason-that
purgatives which deplete the circulation are of the greatest value in the
treatment of chlorosis?

In the sphere of etiological research nothing more brilliant has been
accomplished in the last few years than the discovery of the mode of
infection in malaria and yellow fever. In the case of malaria we have
been able to follow step by step, in both medical and non-medical
current :literature, the accumulating proofs that suctorial insects are
the chief, if not the only, agents in the transmission of this disease
from one person to another.

Through the initial labours of Surgeon Major Ross, of the Indian
Medical service, and the subsequent investigations of Grassi, Bignami
and Bastianelli, in Italy, and of the Sierra Leone Commission, it has
been definitely established that certain mosquitoes of the genus
anopheles are the habitual intermediate hosts of the malarial parasites
of men, that these parasites undergo certain changes in the bodies of
mosquitoes infected by theni, and that such infected or as they are
now termned-malariated mosquitoes, are capable in turn of conveying
malarial infection to human beings. It has further been shown that
protection from mosquito-bites is the most -effective means of prevent-
ing the infection of tlie individual by the malarial parasite, and that
where the malaria bearing mosquito does not exist, malaria as an
endemic disease is unknown.

By these researches a flood of light has been thrown upon the dis-
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tribution of the malarial fevers, and a satisfactory explanation aftorded
both of the peculiarly localised endemie character of malaria, and of
its different incidence in localities possessing the same climatic, tellurie
and geographical characteristics.

For a similar elucidation of the vexed problem of yellow fever infec-
tion Science is indebted to the labours of Surgeon Walter Reed of the
United States Army and his collaborators in Cuba. In this case the
infective agent of the disease is as yet unknown, Reed having conclu-
sively proved that the much talked of bacillus icieroides of Sanarelli
stands in no causative relation to yellow fever.

The investigations, undertaken during the winter of 1900-01, were
directed entirely to the mode of infection and were carried out with
a precision and thoroughness that compel acceptance of the results
obtained. They form indeed a model for similar scientific research
and will be a lasting monument to the industry and competence of
their authors. In a carefully selected experimental sanitary station,
protected from infection from without by the most stringent regula-
tions and under daily medical supervision, a number of non-immune
individuals were subjected, with their full consent, to the repeated bites
of mosquitoes (Culex Fasciatus) that had previously fed on the blood
of yellow fever patients in the second and third. day of their illness and
had been kept not less than twelve days at an average temperature of 82
degrees. As a result of this experiment four out of five of the indivi-
duals bitten developed an attack of yellow fever in from forty-one hours
to five days and seventeen hours, while the other non-immunes who
had not been bitten remained entirely free from the disease In the
one negative result, it vas subsequently found that the mosquito used
in the experiment had not been kept at the temperature required to
develop infective power. When this little epidemie of yellow fever
liad subsided, a sixth non-immune was inoculated with a positive result,
making five successful inoculations out of six. In another series of
experiments, blood from yellow fever patients was injected subcutane-
ously into non-immunes, with three positive results and one negative
one. Again, to decide whether or no yellow fever is conveyed by
fomites from bedding or clothing soiled with the secretions, discliarges,
or blood of yellow fever patients, non-immunes were exposed for a pro-
longed period to such possible sources of infection with an entirely
negative result in every case. Thé conditions under which the experi-
ment had Io be 'performed ar se sortjes~ne and iŸltiig s lh he
wearing of the unwashed and foully-sóiled bed clothing odllow fever
patients, and worse still, that it ýis a: 'marvel 'that any hunman being
could consent to be subjected to it. Finally, to determine how a louse
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becaine infected with yellow lever, a one-roon, mosquito-proof, but
thoroughly ventilated building was erected and in this were set free a
number of mosquitoes that had bittén yellow fever patients. Two non-
immunes were then allowed to enter this building and remain only
long enough to get bitten several times, about half an hour. One of
these men developed an attack of yellow lever in a little under four
days. On the other hand two non-immunes slept in this building for
eighteen consecutive nights, protected by a wire screen partition from
the nosquitoes and both remained in perfect health. It is hardly
possible to over--estimate the importance of these very conclusive
observations. Not only will the prophylaxis of yellow fever be estab-
lished on a thoroughly scientific basis, but a vast amount of needless·
and troublesome disinfe.ction~will be saved to those who have either
actually cone into contact with yellow lever patients, or are returning
froni a locality where yellow fever is prevalent.

; cannot conclude this already too lengthy address without thanking·
you, Mr. President and gentlemen, for the honour you have donc me
in affording me the opportunity of addressing you to-night, and while
I regret that my remarks have fallen so far short of the importance of
the occasion, I 'assure you that I shall cherish a vivid remembrance of
your 1mfailing kindness and w'hole-hearted hospitality, and of the very
pleasant days spent in and about the beautiful city of Halifax.
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GENTLEMEN 01 THE GRADUAT1NG CLASS.-

it is mny pleasing duty this year, on the part of the Fiaculty, to briefly
address you on this, to you, great occasion of your attaining to the
Dogree of Doctor of Medicine and Master of Surgery of this University.

Let me then first extend to you our nost hearty congratulations on
this auspicious occasion, and to say how great an honor I feel it to be,
that I am thus permitted to be the first, netaphorically speaking, to
take you by the hand. Believe me, gentlemen, this is no empty.form
of words. Who, I ask, can so heartily sympathize with you and enter
into your feelings as your teachers, wlho have been for years straining
their energies in your interests, and have thenselves passed through
similar experiences. I cannot but recall how, thirty-five years ago, I
occupied a position like yours to-day and proudly if blushingly received
ny degree at the handas of our late noble, gifted, and high-minded
principal, Sir William Dawson. No words of mine are likely to influ-
ence or enhance your" estimation of the value of the parcmlinents you
have thus acquired. but I cannot refrain from reminding youu that to-
day vou graduate from a medical school whose curriculum is equalled by
few and excelled in severity by none on this Continent, and we proudly
point to the approval of a discriminating profession and public, as
shocwin by a steadily inereasing number of candidates for our degree.
We are constantly stiffening our requirements and iarrowing our portala.
but the number of our students constontly increases and in the session
just closed has reached a figure never before equalled.

Gentlemen, it is customary, and we believe it to be the duty of those
who have been your teachers, when you are thus dismissed, when the
bond which has linked us for four years as preceptors and pupils is to
be sev-ered, to improve the occasion by addressing you a few words of
counsel and ywarning. Sticcess in this the girofessiòn:o£ your choice,
is of course the object of your ambition. 'Yith .all oiur 'hearts, gentlè-
men, we wish you that: success in the best sense of the. word. We havé
endeavored to impress you with the fact that if you are to sueceed in
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such a sense, you must deserve it. By a successful career I do not
miean that of necessity it iust he a long and brilliant one. There are
iany obscure -village practitioners who, in roality, are more successful

ihan othbers who seem to Iloat on the highest wave of worldly prosperity.
To the country or village practitioner are given opportunities for the
developmen t of independent judgment and self-reliance. faculties or
kiualities which often remain latent in his brother of the city with
ample opportinities for consuîltation when he is in deep water. In
this way there are often developed in the country sueh mon as we do
not often see in lthe citV.

If in selecting the profession in which you this day graduate, yo
have iooked at what is the true end of knowledge and work,-to
relieve the suffering and to minister to the coinfort of man's estate,
to lessen the sum of huinan sorrow on earth,-you have chosen a profes-
sion which yields the fullest satisfaction to your aim and the highest
seope to your work. You Lave, during the last four years, been learn-
ing in order to act, the end of all knowledge being action and the end
of all action ought to be to promote the welfare and progress of man-
kind ipon earth. In no profession are the opportunities for doing
this goodvork so great and constant as in ours. To the least of us as
to the greatest, occasions of tender sympathy and patient help occur
everv hour in the daily routine of our work; and no profession there-
fore rests so litile for appreciation upon any adventitious circumstance
of tfime or place, or so little needs extranceous titles of honor to give it
dignity and respect. Put a doctor in the midst of the wildest savages
and they will respect the medicine-mîan, when the-lawyer's fluent sophis-
try andi the preacher's pathetie eloquence may not gain them considera-
tion, or save them fron death. Associations which send missionaries
to the heathen constantly recognise this fact. Protected by his medical
skill David Livingston passed unharmed and esteeied camong the
savage tribes of Africa.

To-day, gentlemen, yo enrol iii the great band of -workers of our
profession at a t-ine w-hen the position of medicine in the estimation of
the race, and when its capacities for the prevention of disease, the
saving of life and lie relief of hunan suffering, are far in advance of
what they ever have been,-far in advance of what they were even
twenty years ago.

There are many important funictions to perforn and positions you
w-ill be called on to fill, 'other than those of a strictly professional capa-
city. The family physician is, now-a-days, often the most trusted
counsellor and adviser. He occupies the same position as did the priest
of old. Ilence. without cloubt, lie has vast influence for good, but also
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possibly for evil, if not properly exercised. Perhaps this .is going too
far. At adl. events it is safe to say that the' field -is divided between
the clergyman and the physician.

You will thus be called upon in season and out of season to ad1vise
families and individuals. Your ability to do ibis vell must depend,niot only upon strictly professional attainments but upon the position
you have acquired in the confidence of your patients. and this will
depend largely upon general culture,-a knowledge of men and things
rightly used. Apart from the function of adviser and counsellor in
mnatters other than medical, the famnily doctor exercises a great influence
upon the morals and nanners of his patients. Your conduct and de-
portment should be that of educated gentlemen, tidy and cleanly in
person, in -nianners a pattern. You nust reinember that to inany
families and individuals, you will be the only person except the clergy-
nan who has an opportun ity to exercise such -in influence.

In your relations towards your patients you mnust preserve a judicious
reticence. Your patients have a perfect right to demand of you that
you- shall keep sacred, facts concerning thein learnt by you in a profes-
sional capacity. There is, as you have doubtless learnt, only one excep-
tion to this rule, and that is when you are called upon to give evidence
in a court of justice.

While thus keeping before you the high ideals which ought to
govern your conduct and course of action toward your patients and tie
commnunity generally, you niust not suppose that you will escape much'
discouragement, ingratitude and misrepresentation. If your sensibil-
ities are keen, and those of the young doctor are apt to be so, nany darts
and pin-pricks will l to your lot. Somne of those vill be real, but
many will be fancied on your part. Beware of taking heed to tlie gossip
of small minds in the community in which your lot is cast. Our profes-
sion is by no mneans free froin this class of mind, and there is nothing
some persons in every conununity so much enjoy as to set the village
doctors by the ears, to disturb the cordial feeling which ouglit to exist
between you and your professional brothers. You cannot afford to be
isolated. The occasions will be many when you need each othîer's help,
sympathy and counsel. While in the conscientious exercise of the best
you can give to your patients. you will have much in the way of appre-
ciation and gratitude, but I have already told you that you must also
be prepared for much misrepresentation and ingratitude. We doctors
get much praise when we little deserve it, and much blame when we. as
little deserve it-we must be content with an average.

You will be early impressed by the immense gullibility of human
beings, of their êapacity for being humbugged. When old Thomas
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Carlyle said that the thon thirty millions of 'population of the British
Islands were mostly fools, lie made one of his strong statements, but
one which contained a considerable measure of truith. It may be safely
assumed that the Britislf Islands bave no mùonopoly of gullible human
beings.

An important function of modem medicino-if not the most impor-
tant, certainly one steadily growing as we make progress-the preven-
tion of disease. You wil, I hope, pardon a brief allusion to certain
instances in which you may do much to prevent disease. You all know
that there secms ample evidence to show that insanity is on the increase.
The strenuousness of modern life niust in the main be held account-
able. You aiso know equally well that in scarcely any -ther disease
does. hereditary taint play so important a part in causation. The mar-
riage of persons with such tendencies is therefore a most serious ques-
tion. You will not always, probably not often, be asked. for your advice
on such points, but it wil.1 be your duty to speak with no uncertain
sound, and to give it with all the necessary tact and authority.. It
will be often without avail. In these matters few persons are disposed
to look to anything beyond their immediate gratification. If we were
to say to two persons passionately in love with eadl other, that they
may beget children, one of whom would certainly die prermaturely of
consunption. another become insane, and a third perhaps commit
suicide, I an afraid that in three cases out of four, they would not
[practice self-denial and prevent so great calamities, but rather self-
gratification and trust the universal plan will all protect.

You are doubtless aware of the intimnate relation between the spread
and prevalence of typhoid fever, cholera, diphtheria and other diseases,"
and the water supply of households and communities; and it is in .the
case of small towns and villages, rather than large cities, that sùch
modes of diffusion especially obtain. Pardon me if I draw yoùr atten-
tion to one of the most remarkable instances- ever recorded-the out-
break of typhoid fever in the town of Plymouth, Mass., some years ago.
In that townr of eight thousand inhabitants, one imported "case of the
disease, by contamination of the water supply, 'led to the infection 'of
no less than one-eighth of the whole population. One thousand cases
of such a disease as typhoid fever, with, ]et us say, a'mortality 'of eight
or ten per cent.-try if you can to imagine such a calamity; Now it is
from our profession surely, if any, that the influence with. local"tauthori-
tics, families and individuals, needful to avert such disasters, must
cone. Here thon, is an- -important ..field: in,- which *the"»young
practitioner may do a vast amount: oftgood to.-the! côinunity in wliich
he lives, and to liis own reputation. I will only, ifûrthr, in tiiis con-'
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nection, draw your attention to the necessity for your looking to the
sanitary condition of dwellings as. affecting the heaith of their ininates.
The women and children of the community you live 'in will constitute
a large majority of your patients, and this not only bocause they are
more nun-erous, but because also they live more indoors and are much
more susceptible to disease-produuing influences than the adult males.
On all sucli matters you. will find a vast amount of ignorance and apathy
on the part of husbands and fathers, frequently. baffling, with sadness,
it must be admitted, the best directed efforts to counteract them.

1 take it that the great object of the largest number of you is to
obtain practice, to get patients, and this requires time. No clientèle
well worth having, can be suddenly obtained. A practice quickly
acquired is liable to be as quickly lost; you will therefore doubtless
have to wait. Do not be deluded by instances you may hear. of in
which by some lucky chance a.anan suddenly works his way to fame
and fortune. The celebrated English physician, Dr. Arbuthnot, is said
to have suddenly become a fashionable doctor by his happening to be
at Ep"som when the carriage of the Prince of Orange was upset. There
is doubtless a small amount of truth in this and similar instances. For
the most of you it will be but a waste of time to sit behind a brass
doorplate all day long doing nothing, or even drive about in a carnage
with no patients to visit. All such expedients, sometimes resorted to,
generally fail. You must 'wait, actively working while you wait. The
exact form of work I cannot prescribe, but -it may be at home, in a
dispensary, a hospital or a medical school. You must also make your
labors known, by medical societies, by journals or by 'separate publica-
tion, and be.prepared to have been criticised and perhaps condemned';
and it is well for all Of us that our work 'should be criticised. If thère
is no medical society in your town or district one of the flirst things,
for you' to d6 is t' try and found one. .

While' waiting for practice and always ·throughout your mediéal
career, you must read in order to .keep pace with the.progress of
medical knowledge. It is after all but a' small part" that each of us
can contribute to medical knowledge, but the 'sumi of the contributions
of many workers 'amounts to much. You must therefore acquaint
yourselves with the work of others by reading books and monographs,
but especially medical journals.' But the peiiodical literature of medi-
cine is exceedingly copious and sometimes of such a character as to
more than justify the suspicion that the existence of it is rather for
the.necessities of the editors anl writers than the .hoped-for readers.
You must -tleï-efoe' select- f'r this and"foi «aother rea'son--for. many,ý
òf yón no'ney te subscribe will fail- if tine to' read do not.'But pardon
.ne if I say that a, single useful hintw ual ubscripe 'vel 'repays thieannua'sb'rp
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tion to a medical journal. I make no apology for attempting to guide
your choice by advising you to take, first, the Montreal Medical
.Journal, the organ of your Ama Mater-a journal of. which those
who conduct it believe they have just reason to be proud. Then you
must take and read the London Lancet ana the British Medical
Journal. The great ability 'and the high professional tone of tlieir
leading articles and the discrimination shewn in the choice of other
matter, gié 'them a position unequalled in medical journalisin. The
medical man. who for ten years 'faithfully reads these journals must
inevitably be a better man than his neighbour who systematically
neglects them. Of American ',Journals, the Medical ]Record, the
1fedical News and the Philadelphia Medical Journal, may be selected.
These will cost you about twenty-five dollars a year. But to all of
you who aspire to a position at all above the' rank and file, who are not
content with the bottom. rounds, of the ladder, where throngs the
crowd, I would say you must not be content with the medical literature
of your mother tongue, you -must know; French and. German, and :if
you have iot hitherto aquired thein, I would begin now when for a
year or two most of you will have plenty' of 'spare time on your hands.
As soon as you can you must get to the old world to visit the justly
renowned clinics and hospitals of England, France and Germany.

It has been said by some that to get on in 'medicine capital is neces-
sary. If by capital money is meánt, then I say it'is not essential. Some
of the most successful men have had' no money to, begin with. In
fact, if you have money to invest, there are many ways to get a better
material return than medicine. 'The capital 'essential .to success is
brains and industry, and it may be a comfort to 'many. of you to know
that these vill suffice. No' doubt a little ioney will sometimes'greatly
assist, but just as often it enervates or' paralyses. In the study aud
practice of medicine your tastes and objects are doubtless varied, but
the great majority of you must of necessity be general¯practitioners.
In these days of prolific specialism, some of you may aspire to special
work thinking it easy and remunerative. W-ell, it may' be renumerative
in a few instances of marked success, but that'it is ever easy when
successful, I deny: I would further say to those of you who aspire to
special practice that if you are to be either safe or successful specialists
you must first have a wide knowledge 'and experience of general medi-
cine and surgery. Success in special practice depends largely on having
acquired the confidence of the profession of the community in which
you live, and this you cannot get without attainments which -entitle

you to it.
We have special congratulations for: those of you lio have attained

to honours and prizes. They are the. fruit of honest hard work, and we
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are pleased to know that the class as av hole approves. I beseech you
however to avoid making improper use of them. A short tine ago I
was shewn a country newspaper froin the western part of Ontario con-
taining a professional card which read as follows -"Dr.........
Graduate in Medicine and Gold Medallist of McGill Universi ty." It is
true that the card stated facts, and while to laymeti it may seem par-
donable or even justifiable to thus publicly iake known. academic
success, from the point of view of high .professional, tone it must be
deplored and condemned. So are ail newspAper notices of medical
men in connection with operations, accidents and the' like. I have
lived long enough in this City. to watch the "careers of several ,men
whose names were constantly for 'tanime in the newspapers. None of
them have: attained to any enviable position, and most af the n have
utterly -failed.

It must, however, be admitted that in these days of the ubiquitous
reporter, the medical man is not always responsible for the appearance
of his name in the newspaper.

I believe I cannot better indicate the spirit by whieh we should
be animated in practising this profession of ours than by quoting to
you the following words of an eminent- surgeon:--"Our nanners
sould ever be; but the expression of the habitual frame of our mind;
and the habit and temper of mind which should animate us in our
ministrations to the sick, I can in no way so well indicate as by para-
phrasing the words which so expressly tell us of the Divine Physician's
tender care and'true sympathy for us in our soul's sicknesses, namely,
we imust be touched with a feeling of their infirmities. The refining
and elevating influence of such true :sympathy will keep us from ever
mnaking our; noble offic subservient to any ýignoble end; and though
it may interfere witiiaour becoming rich, yet it -will raise us into a
higher and purer atmosphere above the petty. vexations and disappoint-
ments of professional life. For whatif by our work, we become neither
rich in worldly wealth nor great in the world's esteem? Surely a good
naie is rather to be chosen than great riches and loving favor rather
than silver 'and gold. . And though we may achieve no social distinc-
tion, we may by the Divine help, one day find, as many have found
vho are now gone ta their rest, that the conscientious discharge of our

duty in that profession which brought us neither wealth nor rank has
been ta us none other than the House of God, aye, and the very Gate
of Heaven."

Again, wishing you a f ull measure of success, and, assuring you of
our conined ;wàtchful intérest:in your fuire careerT bid u fo
n1y, colleagues .and mysclf+Fai ewell! -
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(Notes on Specimens of Interest and upon Work done in the Pathologica Museun

McGill University.)
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- MAUDE E. ABBOTT. B.A., M.D., Assistant Curator.
•UNIQUE CASE OF CONGENITAL MALFORMATION OF THE HEART .

Defect of the Intervenricular 'eptµm ; Rudimentary Right Ventricle; Patent
Foramen Ovale; Great Dilatation of Right Auricle and Right Àuriculär
Appendix.

Fromi a Case Reported by A. F. Holmes, M.D., Montreal, Lower: Canada, n the
T'rainsactions of the Medico-Chtirtrgical Society of Edtnburgh, 1824.

This specimen which presents a, condition of great. pathological
raritv as well as of clinieal significance, is also most interesting 'to
Montrealers and to those at McGill .from aà historical point of view.
For the naine of Dr. Androw Holmes is well-known to most of us as that
of one of the four medical men who, in 1824, initiated courses of lectures
for mcdical students in this City, which, in 1828, became incorporated
as the Medical Faculty of McGill -University. The incorporation, of the
already fully organised medical school, securing to the College the be-
quest of its Founder.*

Dr. Holmes was also one, of the pioneer founders of :the iMontreal
General Hospital and was conneeted with that institution from- lis
26th year until his death in 1860. He with othera founded the Natural-
History Society of Montreal, and was.its first President.'

Alfred Sandhan, writing of the Holmes' Gold Medal in 1872, speaks
as follows:-"The nedal was founded by the Faculty of Medicine in
1864 in honor of the late Dean, Professor Holmes, than whom, it mnay
be said, that no man ever lived more conscientiously and few have died
inore beloved. It is a most deserving and grateful tribute. to the
mnemory of departed worth,- associated as itis' with the name of one
who was the Founder of the first medical school in Canada, and wlo
for nearly forty years renained in connection therewith."

Dr. -lolmes is said to have been. a. detailed and conscientious-rather
than a brilliant lecturer and he was an indefatigable student. The

* The bequest of mhe Hon. James McGilI was to take effect on condition that there
should beC erected within ten years on the estate of Burnside- " A university or
college for the purpose of education and'the advancement of learning in this Province
with a competent number of professors and. teachers to render such establishment
effectual and useful~for'the purpose intended."
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scattered papers from his pen which I have been able to examine from
the journals of the time, give evidence of this; they show deep research
and a widespread interest extending far beyond the subject with which
he deals. Indeed, he seems to have been a man of high scientific
gifts, who Jeft his mark upon his time in many. directions. He was
above all things a collector, was.a botanist, mineralogist and-geologist,
and left behind him a valuable herbarium and collections of minerals
which still form important parts of .the Redpath Museum, and the
Natural History Society Collections. In the Redpath Museum these
formed part of the first nucleus of what is now one of the richest parts
of the University. I find a note by the late Sir William Dawson,
dated -1862, as follows:-

"The new Museum contains a general collection of'Zoology, a general
collectiori of Gcology and .Pahltuontology,' the iolmes' Collection of
2,000 Canadian & Foreign minerais, the Holmes' Hefrbarium, containing
specimens of nearly all the plants indigenous Io Lower Canada; the
Logan collection of 450 characteristic Canadian fossils, and the Cooper
collection of 2,400 Canadian insects."

In the Redpatli Museum his imineralogical collection is not preserved
as a whole, but the specimens are scattered,classified among others for
teaching .purposes. All are named however "Holmes' Collection" and
carry the original label, a small yellow paper bearing the catalogue
nuimber Dr. .Holmes gave them, written by hiniself. An extremely
interesting .catalogue for these specimens can be seen in the Museum.
It is entirely in his own writing. It shows. his wide knowledge of
mineralogy and states the source and date at which .the specimens were
obtained.

The herbarium here is almost :nore interesting to us, for, from a
catalogue .edited by Professor James Barnston in 1854, but miadó out
by Professor Holmes himself, fhe.specimens all are seen to be from. the
immediate vicinity of Montreal, collected 'from 1821 to 1825 and-repre-
senting in over 500 specimens almost -the entire flora of this district.
This collection is not scattered among. others bût is preserved intact as
the Holmes' Herbarium.

Dr. Holmues graduated from the University of Edinburgh, in 1819,
and the case befdre us was reported before the Edinburgh Medico
Chirurgical Society -in .1823, wèlin le was a young man of 26 -and
before le could have been -four years in practice. Kn'oiing.his future:
it- is very interesting to read this, which was probably his. first paper
of: impotance. On this -ground I trust that' thé above apparent
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digression from the pa.thological specimen forming the subject of this
paper, will be pardoned.

This specimen had stood. upon the shelves of the Pathological Mu-
seum for many years without a reference and its intere.sting history
seeined to have passed beyonid the ken of.the present generation. Dr.
Osier, however, in reply to an enquiry on the subject, stated that lie
renembered it perfectly, having ofa-n deinonstrated it, and directed me,,
to the Edinburgh Medical Journal in which he told me it had been
reported by Dr. Holmes.

I take the liberty of republishing Dr. Holmes' ·article in toto, both
because in itself it pre.sents many points of interest to us of modern
times and because it is so classically written that scarcely a word can be
onitted without loss.

CASE OF MALFORMATION OF THE HEA1RT.*
BY

A.' F. HOLMES, M.D.", Montreal, Lower Canada.
Conmunicated to the Medico-Chirurgical Society of Edinburgh, by Dr. Alison,

March 5th, 1823.

The following case of malformation of the heart, is, I believe unique,
as far as the appearances extend, though several, in which similar
effects on the circulation must have been produced, are ·to be found.
recorded. Many of the cases collected by Dr. Farre in his Essay on'
Malformations of the Heart, resemble this in one or more particulars,
but no one exactly.' Though, from the. existence of all the parts that
are found in the natural .tate, it miglit be classed among cases of -im-
perfect double heart,.yet it may perhaps-be more correctly èonsidered
intermediate between thiem and those of single heart, as from the rela-'
tions and small capacity of the right ventricle,.it can be looked upon
only as the commencement of the pulmonary artery. 'The effects on
the constitution of the blood -would evidently be the same as if only
one auricle and ventricle existed.

Isaac N., St. 22, of a delicate.habit, had been affected from infancy
with a palpitation of the heart, attended by a peculiar blueness of the
cheeks and lips, more remarkable at one time than another. The
palpitation was nuch increased by quick .motion, and subject to aggra-
vation after any irregularity, which a turn for dissipation frequently
presented. At these times.the. difficulty of respiration was great, and
attended by painii therégionofhe heart r Fa fev yëarspast-lie,
had -had a; 'more" ere'atfack évery: .wiiter,; ppaiently originatiiig i~n

* Republished frorn the.Trans. Medico-Cli'r. Society of Edinburgh, 1824.
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intemperance, commencing with bilious voiniting and yielding to blood-
letting, cathartiès and antispasmodies. Less severe attacks occurred
more frequently, in most of whieh abstraction of blood seeied of ad-
vantage. . That which terminated his existence commeced on the
13th of January by vniting, which continued .for nearly 2- hours,
greatly anxiety and oppression and violent pain about the precordia.
He was unable to:lie except.in one position, on his back, inclining to
the left side. Any attempt to lie on his right side was followed by a
sense of pain and suffocation, which obliged hixm to change his posture.
This inability of remaining on the right side vas pre.sent even in health;
and if, by accident, he turned during sleep,.he was awakened by acute
pain.

To relieve the urgency of the .symptoms, blood was abstracted on
the 14th. On the 15th and 18th a blister was applied. to the chest and
opiates, in combination with salines and antispasmodics, were employed
with but trifling relief. The tongue beiig much furred and skin hot,
catharties were used. These remedies were continued throughout the
disease. i

During its continuance it more than once appeared to yield, the
patient getting comfortable sleep, -and being free from pain, and .the
palpitation, less annoying. The tongue became clean, but again furred
towards the close; yellowness of the eyes and skin, and high colored
urine, were more or less present during the progress of the complaint.
Some time before his death, the feet began to swell, the codema in-
creased gradually, and was soon followed by fluctuation in the abdomen,
and effusion in the chest. The presence of fluid in the pericardium
was suspected from the patient being easy only while incliniàg forward,
a symptom which appeared a few days.before death, but became less
prominent afterwards. At the same time a peculiar sound was occa-
sionally heard, particularly .when the ear was made to approach his
breast. similar to that produced by bubbIes of air entering a bottle full
of wat-er and frequent inclination to syncope, commonly induced by
attempts to move, supervened.

The little probability of being of service, confined the practice in
the latter part of the treatment to stimulants and anodynes, except
that, in consequence of enlargement of the liver being perceived, sub-
muriate of mercury w-as conjoined. No specific effect followed its
exhibition, but it appeared useful by acting on the bowels. Three
days previons to the termination of the case, cough came on,,attended

y'bv lexpectoration, of mucus;; at first mixed with 1slood.
On th 8th of:Febrùry,.h .was evidenitly.sinking the.palpitatiòn

constant countenance very anxiòus .and mind depressed, much oppres-
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sion, respiration short; incapacity of raising the mucus from the trachea.
le died early next morning.

The pulse throughout the disease was generally very irregular; some-
times intermitting, thon full and bounding, followed by a tremulous
motion of the artery; at other times it was regular but.small. At the
beginning of the disorder the pulse was at the wrist imperceptible, and
costinued so, with cold extremities, for several days. It was observed,
that the arterial dilatations were- occasionally not synchronous with
the contraction of the heart, the latter having several pulsations in the
interval of those of the arterywithout any regularity.

A remarkable circuistance attending the case was the apparent
convalescence. On the 31st .every symptom was aggravated, the eftu-
sion gaining ground, and there appeared little probability of his surviv-
ing mnany hours. To our surprise, -however, on the first he was con-
siderably relieved, and continued to improve; the oedema and .swelling
of the abdomen becane stationary, .aud for threc or four days there
appeared a prospect of his recovery. This proved fallacious; the urine
became scanty and high colored; thê thighs, penis, and left arm oedema-
tous and his abdomen larger. He suffered less, however, than at the
commencement.

The body wa.s examined in the presence of Messrs. Arnoldi, Caldwell,
and Robertson, the two former of whom attended the case with me.

SECTIO CADAVEISti:-In examining the body externally, the lower
extremities, parts of generation, and lower part .of the abdomen, were
considerably swelled from effusion into the cellular membrane. On.
opening the abdominal cavity fluid of an orange color was collected,.
amounting to nearly a quart. The liver presented itself enlarged and
hardened. The hardness was general, and extended. through its sub-
stance, which, when eut into, appeared mottled with yellowish specks.
The pyloric-extremity of the stomach was.lower than usual. A few
of the glands at the root of the mesentery enlarged and hard; intestines-
healthy. Both sides of .the thorax contained fluid, but:not to a large-
amount. The pericardium occupied almost entirely the lef t cavity, the
lungs being pressed into the upper and back parts; they were healthy
except in containing fluid effused in their substance. Upon slitting up
the pericardiun, which contained from 3 -to 4 ounces of serum, the
heart came into view, generally enlarged, particularly the right auricle,
the .size of which was increased te -the capacity of a pint.

When opened .and. cleared of -the blood with which it was.filled the
miscuie. pectinata .app'ed .r'eani ablty o frông. The iiterior rough
and liard; iappareùitlyfrom ëaïthr deposition aid.'giving à gritt feel
when .the knife was passed ove- it. The foramen' ovale ws pervious,
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admitting easily the handle of the scalpel or the.little finger. , The
aorta wa- then opened, and the section continued downi into the ven-
tricle. Its coats .here and there were marked witli yellow spots; the
corpuscula Morgagni and two of the semilunar valves were red and
increased in size. The parietes of the left ventricle were thinner than
usual, and the cavity much larger than natural. Passing the finger
into what ap'ared the opening between this veniricle and the left
auricle, it passed by a large opening into the riglit -auricle; and it was
then found that there was no.communication between the right auriele
and leftventricle. The right ventricle was much less than natural.
The pulmonary artery, of its natural size,.passed froin its upper end
the blood had found incress into this ventricle fromthlie left ventricle
through an opening with tendinous margins, just below the semilunar
valves of the aorta. Its.-size about half an inch by three-foirths of ai
inch. The praeternatural orifice between the riglt auricle and left
ventricle was large, and furnished with valves similar to the tricuspid.
Part of these were thickened and.of a cartilaginous hardness. At the
base of one of the division;-, there was a turnour of the size of a bean,
containing a thickish yellow matter. The left auricle was partly concealed
by the columne crne, and their tendinous terminations aflixed to the
valves just mentioned, and was a little enlarged but natural, as were
the Veins flowing into it.

The course of the circulation in this curious case must have been as
follows:-The blood entering the right auricle by the tw&o cave, passed
almost entirely into the left ventricle, a small portion probably finding
its way into-the left auricle. A part of the blood would pass during
the diastole of the ventricles from the left into the right ventricle, and
be propelled through the lungs, to be returned into the left auricle.
The blood itself would constantlv remain in a state very little oxygen-
ated, as the portion returning from the hings would be mixed with the
returned venous part, before being propelled into the aorta.

The accompanying sketch (Plate 1) may serve to explain the appear-
ances:-

(a.) The pericardium held up by pins.
(b) Part of internal surface of aorta with orifice of one of the coro-

narv artenea .
(c) The left auricle.
(d) The left ventrile. erossed by a probe placed under:the columI

earne~ edn<4orda tendineoe.
(e) A part of he right ventriele, with the sides separated by a piece

of whalebone.
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(f) The remaining part of the right ventricle. To this portion the
pulmonary artery remained attaclied.

(g) A probe passed through the oval opening between the two
ventricles.

(h) The passage from the left ventricle into the riglt auricle which
was as large as the left auricular orifice.

(k) The parieties of thé left ventricle.

ln the clinical history given interesting points are,-the relatively
slight cyanosis thal seems to have existed;.it is spoken of only as "a
peculiar bhieness of the cheeks and lips, more remarkable at one time
than another;" and the -fact that the patient attained the age of 22
years in fairly good health and with apparently active habits. I find
however a fair number of cases recorded of cor triloculare where patients
have-lived to a fairly advanced age.

Professor Ewald of Berlin1 gives a case of cor triloculare biventricu-
lare where the patient died at the age of 42 years.

Max Mann gives a case of cortriloculare biatriatum dying at'.22
years fron a glioma of the brain, a quite independent affection.

In this report it is also very interesting to compare the. keen observa-
tion which Dr. Holmes brought to bear on all the details.of his case

(noting fluctuation, signs, of effusion, pulse, bubbling in the chest, etc.),
his close. connotation of the sequence of eventshis skilled post mortem
technique, with an entire absence of those methods of physical examina-
tion which it would seem to us in the light of our present day knowl·edge
almost munst suggest themselves to one who was studying his case so
closcly. But in matters even of the purest observation suggestion
seens noecled to lead rthe way. In. this connection Dr. Holmes' own
words, spoken some 25 years later, in his Valedictory address Io ihe,
students of the medical faculty of lcGill University in 1851, are very
striking. He says:-It is rather humiliating to look back into the
history of medicine and to see the neglect of great discoveries and fre-
quently the opposition to the introduction of great improvements. The
case of Inoculation and more recently of Vaccination, may serve to show
the one and the long neglect of Percussion as a means of diagnosis of
diseases of the heart, the other. It was about the middle of last cen-
tury that Auenbrugger published his important discovery and it was nôt
till it was recominend&d by Corvisàrtnniny.ears afterthe present had
conimenced (in 1808) that its value became generallylIknow .

... I shall only finally allude to the vast improvement introduced
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into' practical medicine by the conjoined operations of auscultation and
percussion. It is now about 30 years since Lamnec first.announced his
great discovery to the Frencli Academy and it is much less since the
practice of auscultation became general. • Like most improvements it
met with opposition at its first introduction; but this bas now quite
disappeared and its only obstacle is that which it shares with all otier
objects of pursuit, the labor necessary for acquiring expertness iii its
application."

The heart as it appears to us to-day as a museum specimen presents
the following appearances:-

An adult heart of medium size, broad at the base and soimewihat
shorter than normal from the -auricular-ventricular groove downward.
The apex is blunt and rounded; the auricles have been opened in the
usual way and show no anomalies of the entering veins. The riglit
auricle is largely dilated and somewhat hypertrophied and there is a
slit-like opening of the foramen, ovale. The .ventricular portion has
been opened by an incision on its anterior surface through the aoirta
to the apex. This reveals a large roomy cavity occupying the whole
inferior part of the heart and a small triangular cavity situated at the
right upper angle of the larger cavity and in front of the aorta.

The larger cavity, which is called by'Dr. Holmes 'the left ventricle',
ha.s four openings: (1) .the tricuspid, communicating with the riglit
auricle, guarded by the tricuspid valve (and described by Dr. Iolmes
as "the preternatural orifice between the left ventricle and right auricle,
furnished with valves similar to the tricuspid.") (2) The mitral com-
nunicating with the left auricle and guarded by the mitral valve. (3)

The aorta which rises behind and posteriorly in the median line. It
is normal in direction and position but of slightly diminished calibre.
(4) A diamond shaped opening with tendinous edges, not valvular in
c.haracter, just below and to the right of the'aortie valves and above
flhe tricuspid, which leads into the smaller triangular cavity situated
at the right upper anterior angle of the heart.

The only sign in the larger chamber of an interventricular septum,
separating the venous from the arterial heart, is a small m'uscular
cuslion at tle extrene upper part -of its posterior wall which projects
forward less than balf an inch between the tricuspid and mitral valves
which lie on either side;of it.

.Tie wals of this venticle are about "half ari inci thickand the
papillary muscles are very stròng, .espeeiall n the léft side.

The small triangular cavity situated above and to the right is called
35-
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by Dr. Hlolmies the right ventricle;' it lias two openings: (1) it gives
oit the pulmuonary artery; (2) and it éommunicates with the left ven-
iriele by the dianond shaped -opening which bas been described above

h'lie Iwo cavities are separated from eah other by a muscular septùm
over a quarter of an inch thick,:which is pèrforated by the diamond-
shaped opening at its uiner end.

'ie Iumonary artery is of good size and -slightly larger than the
aorta in front of which it crosses from right to left; it shows no sign
of disease.

At first sight this simadler cavity appears like a pouch in the wall of
the veuntriele, or the conus arteriosus of the pulnionary artery eut ofl'
from the right side of the main body of-the common ventricle. And
the anomaly before us niglt bc considered to be two-fold :-(1) a total
defect of the interventricular septum producing a cor biatrium trilocu-
lare, a fairly connon congenital anomnaly. (2) A supernumerary ven-
iriule, produeed bv the cutting oif or the conus arteriosus of the pulho-
nary artery by an anomnalous septum such as was described by Dr.
Steplhen Mackenzie in speaking of a heart with thrce veitricles as
"An exaggeration of the folds-of the muscular coluinns to which the
trieuspid valves are attached."*

Considering the matter, however, from. an embryological standpoint
a simpler explanation of the facts seems to -srit the case better. It
is one whiclh scemis to have suggested itself to br. Holmes also, judging
by bis nomenclature. For he calls the large chamber receiving venous
aînd arterial blood from both auricles, the lefi (and. .not a common
ventricle) and the small chamber, giving oft the pulmionary-and having
no commiunication with the auricles, the right (and not a, Eupernumer-
nry) ven tri cle.

The interventricular septum it wiHll be remembered is developed iii
earlv f£etal le from thro directions, the sepum inferi; vhich grows
up from the posterior wall near the -apex; the septum intlermedium,
whieh is a prolongation downward and forward of the interau.ricular
seplum; and the soplun superiv., a continuation. dowrnward of the
aortic septum, .which forming within the aortic bulb has divided the
aorta from fhe pulmonary artery. The septa thus derived from below,
above and posteriorly, unite to form the interventricular septum not
far from its upper border. The point of union remains tlre weakest
part of this septum throughout lifp..and is known in the adult 'heart
as the pars membranacea or "indefended space."

In our specimen the aoriic septom has fully dev:eloped, the aorta and
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pulhnolary arteries being in - their normal relations, and perfêctly
formed. The aorta is moreover shut ofl from the chamber giving ol:
the pulnonary by- a fully developed muscular iall. The-.seplui inter-
mnedium is apparently represented by the simîall muscular cushion lro:-
jecting forward into the ventricle -between the mitral and tricuspid
valves.

Let us suppose that at a,very early period .of fotol life the aorlic

septum had been continued downwards either to mcet the sepum linfe-
rius, or, that being, defective, to -meet the.opposite ventricilar wall,
while the septum interniedium failed to-close.in and complete the divi-
sion of the cavity. There would have.thus-resulted a chamber giving
off the pulnonary partially cut off from a chamber giving ofi the aorta
and also receivingblood froin both the auricles. This latter chamber,
which may be considered (in Dr. Ilolnes' own words), the left ventriiole,
having thus a great excess of work to do, would have grown much morie
rapidly than the other. And the wall cutting off tle snall cavity con-
taining the puhnonary artery would, in the subsequent growth of the
hieart, have been carried round to the side of the greatly cnlarged left
ventricle and out of all relation to.tlie septum intermnedium between
the mitral and tricuspid valves. And exactly the appearances seen
here would have been produced.

Three plates accompany this paper:
Plate 1. is a reproduction of a fine copper-plate engraving published

by Dr. Holnes with his paper in the Trans. of the Edinburgh IMed.. Ch ir.

Soc., 1824, and apparently taken from a drawing made at the time.
The lettering is his own and is explained at the end of his text.

P lte IIa and Plate Ilb represent two photograph s kindly laken by
Dr. Patrick of the heart as a museum specinen and show the interior of

ihe two ventricles and the large arteries. Glass tubes project through
the mitral and tricuspid orifices and through the diamond shaped open-
ing between the ventricles.

Plate 11I. is a diagrammnatic sketch of the heart to show the mixed

course of the blood and the -relation of its cavities. It will be scen

that no chamber contains pure arterial blood, that entering the left

auricle from the lungs meeting with a stream of venous blood througli
the forarmen ovale. For this sketch I have to thank Dr. R. Tait

Mackenzie.

List of Dr. Holmes' writings accessible in the McGill Médical Lib-

rary: 'Those papers which have-seeme"d to me especially valùablé I' haie

underlined.
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1. Case of Malformation of the Heart. Trans. of the Med. Chir. Soc..
of Edinburgh, 1824.

2. On-Fleshy Tumours of the Ulerus with Abscess of Ovarian, Rup-
lire and Palal Prilonitlis. British Anierican' Journ., 1845, Vol. 3,p. 87.

3. On Gunshot Wound of the Heart with Perforation- of the Peri-
cardium. Brit. Amer. Journ, 18.-6, Vol. 1, p. 227.

4. On Obstruction of the Appendix Vermiformis and on Post Mortem
Appearances in Peritonitis. Brit. Amer. Journ., Vol. 2, p. 285.

5. lemarls on Dr. Nelson's Conimunication re the Champeau Case
of Peritonitis. Montreal Medical Gazette, 1844, p. 199.

6. On hie Eimployment of Chloroform,.Brit. Amer. Journ., 1847-48..
(Reporting a case where he claims chloroform was. used for the first
time in this Province.)

7. aiedictory Address to the Students of McGill Medical Faculty,
1851. Brit. Amer. Journ., Vol. 6, p. 51.

8. Valediclory Address to Graduales in M.ifediciize, ibid., 1854 .p. 1.
9. Case of Heart Disease. Montreal Mecd.' Chron., 1855, Vol. 2.

10. Falal Jaundice. . ibid., Vol. 3, p. 281.
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PLATE Ii.
Diagrammatic sketch by Dr. R Tait Mackenzie, showing course of blood and

relation of cavities. The pale ine shows venous blood, the dark ine arterial blood,
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ON THE ACUTE DILATATIONS OF THE HEART MET WITH
DURING CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESCENCE.

A. D. BLACKADER, B.A., M.D.,
Professor of Pharniacology and Therapeutics and Lecturer on Diseases of Children,

MeGill University, Monireal ; Physician to the Montreal General Hospital.

All recognise readily dilatation associated with hypertrophy espe-
cially when it arises from valvular lesions easily detected by ncans of
their accompan-ying endocar'dial murmurs. lt is perhaps question-
ale whether we are sufliciently on the alert for syv ptoms of a weak-
ened condition of the heart muscle associated with passive dilatation;
nevertheless, the recognition of the existence of such a endition when
present is of great importance. In the majority of instances acute
dilatation would appear to be a consequence of some abnormal condi-
tion of the heart wall. Osler speaks of dilatation occurring as flic
result of either a weakened ,heart giving way under a normal strain,
or a normal heart wall giving way under an increased amount of strain.
Nevertheless, considering the relatively large amount of reserve force
present in a normal heart, it must be admitted that a strain that breaks
down the resistance of an efficiently nourished heart wall must be great
indeed; and in most instances in which the cardiac muscle has given.
way in childhood some defect in its nutrition will be found to be an
important predisposing factor.

Dilatation of the heart is most commonly met with at two periods
of life: during adolescence, when the demands of, the developing organ+
ism impose an increased strain upon the cardiac muscle, often
defectively nourished by an inpoverished blood; and again in the
decadent period of life when degenerative or atrophie processes make
their appearance in the heart muscle, either as a sequence to changes
in the arterial walls, or as a result of Isome previous inflammatory
condition. Of this second class, extremely important though they are,
we do not propose to speak this -eveniug, but will direct'attention
entirely to the dilatations which areliable to occur during 'early life
and adolescence.

In this group the important predisposing factor is the very rapid
development which takes place in the size of the heart at puiberty. For
the first three years of life the heart's growth is.rapid and proportion-
ate to that of the body, From the third té the tenth. year it fails to
maintain this relaive weight; but fron the eleventh to the fifteenth

* Read before the Montreal Medico-Chirurgical Society, June 7, 1901.
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ycar growth is again extremely rapid (Holt). Pitt, (Brit. Med. Journ.,
Nov. 27th, 1886) quotes Beneke who states that the annual increase
in the size of the heart between seven years -of age and the beginning
of the development of puberty is about 8 per cent. annually of its
weight, but during the changes which accompany puberty it increases
from 80 per cent. to 100 per cent.

Tn the same paper Pitt says that it is easy to understand how with
sucli immense developimental changes going on, the heart may prove
functionally unequal to the strain which the active lite of a rapidly
dc eloping boy or girl imposes. Cardiac dyspnoea hi such may arise on
slight provocation if the strain be further increased the heart wall may
yield. Any such tendency is augmented by the existence of a second
predisposing factor frequently present at this periodi of life, an anamic
and impovcrished condition of the blood, due ini many instance 'to
faulty hygiene in home and school life.

Closely associated with this anoemia is the depressed condition of the
nerve centres arising sometimes froin imperfect nourishinent, at other
times due to over-excitement 'and a deficient amount of sleep, such a
neurasthenic sfate may lead to marked impairment in the tone of both
extra and intra-cardiac nerves.

Similar in some respects in its effect on the heart muscle to the fore-
going is the condition of toxSmia which exists in alimost all conditions
of pyrexia and is specially present diring an attack of one of the in-
fectious fevers. Not only nay such an attack be regarded in child-
hood as a predisposing factor but also as an actual exciting cause of
cardiac dilatation; and manv instances are recorded in which during
the course of one of the more grave zymotic fevers the heart walls
have becone so seriously inipaired both in nutrition and in nerve tone
that they have yielded, sometimes quites suddenly before a slight extra
deinand made upon their activity. Such a yielding of the heart walls
not infrequently takes place in the course of an attack of diphtheria
occasionally at a relatively ·early period but more frequently in the
later stages of the disease; Lees (Bri. Med. Journ., Jan. 5th, 1901),
insists that after a severe attack it is necessary to keep a careful watch
on the condition of a child's heart for at least two .months. Acute
dilatation, according to this writer, is frequently accompanied by
vomniting, and this syniptoi is therefore regarded by him as an in-
portant danger signal, especially, if along with it, there is an increased
pallor of the face and a feeble pulse. After the first shock has passed
off the urgency of the synptoms 'may lessen; 'nevertheless a careful
examination nay Ïeveal the signs of dilatation. Such patients aie 'in
immninent danger and denand most careful attention.

Forcheimer in an article in the Jacobi Festschrift has directed atten-
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tion afresh to the occurrence of dilatati<n in influenza. Frequently
the clinical symptoms pointing to such a condition cone oii early in
the course of the illness and are apparently due more to the action of
the poison on the nerve centres rather than directly upon the heart
muscle. With this condition present the patient will be found lying
in a somnolent coudiLion with skin of iottled, deeply congested hue;
the respiration hurried and pulse sometimes slow, more frequently
feeble and rapid, and sometimes intermittent. A careful examination
reveals no abnormal pulnonary sounds with the exception perhaps of a
few large râles; the outline of the heart dulness, however, is broadened,
and the tone of the first sound is impaired; the urine is normal. These
symptoms may lessen greatly in their severily in from 48 to 72 hours,
or more definite indications of weakness or the cardiac muscle nay
develop and assume an alarming charauter, especially if any pulmonary
complication sets in. A distressing paroxysinal couglh may sometimes
do much to aggravate this condition. Minor degrees of'carliac dilata-
tion mav in sone instances persist for many w'eeks after an attack of
influenza is over, and. call for watchfulness lest over-fatigue do serious
and permanent injury..

The occurrence of dilatation in severe attacks of typhoid fever is a
matter of common observation. The tendency to its developient in
scarlatina is greatly increased by the presence of any renal coinplica-
tion. Instances of such a condition are probably familiar to all. In
rheumatic fever in children, acute dilatation is very liable to occur.
Lees (oc. cit.) states that even iii the most subacute attacks some acute
dilatation of the heart is in bis experience invariably present, but with
the passing off of the rheumatic condition this dilatation lessens, and
the heart muscle resumes its normal tone. That such dilatation may
occur not infrequentlywill probably be adnitted by all, but that it is
invariably present repeated physical examinations by careful observers
fail to verify. The following is an illustrative case which carne into
the wards of the Montreal General Hospital a few weeks ago.

H. E., oet. 14, entered the Hospital April 20th, 1901. His previous
history w-as unimportant. On April 16th he had been taken ill with
severe pain on the left side; and on the following day pain in the
knees developed. He took to his bed complaining of weakness, pain
and some dyspntea.

The symptoms on entering the Hospital were as follows:-e was
a fairly nourished lad, with lips and checks of slightly cyanotic hue.
There was pain, rednzess and' swelling' .or e joint of the rghgra
toe, ove· the astragajoseàphoid articuiadtion and in both kneès: Thé
pulse iras small and feeble; the càr'diae impulse was noted as in thé
nipple line and was feeble and diffuse: its vertical dulness coinnenced
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at the upper border of third rib, and transverse dulness one and a
quarter inches to right of middle liine extending to the left as far as
the nipple line. A soft systolie murmur was heard at the apex, the
sce3nd pulnhonary sound was accentuated, andc a soft systolic murmur
was also heard over the pulmonary cartilage.

Under treatmient the rleunatic symptomns rapidly inproved, and
with absolute rest tlic transverse dulness of the heart diminished. On
April 30th, it was noticed tliat the heart dulness began at the third
space above and transverselv at the right border of the sternum, extend-
ing to just inside the nipple line. On May 3rd the vertical dulness
comimenced nt the 4th rib, the transverse at the middle of the sternum
and extended to just within the nipple line. The systolie murmur at
lie apex was still present, the first sound was accentuated over the

pulmonary On May 18th, the area of calrdliac dulness was almost
noinml.

An interesting fact, stated by Lees, is that although dilatation is far
more comnion in rheumatism than in either influenza or diplitheria, it
is far less dangerous. Tlie dill'erence is apparently due to a difference
in the action of the several toxines on the cardiac muscle. Microsco-
pical examination of sections through the muscle in a rheumatic and in
a diphtheritie heart show much less destruction of the muscle fibres
in the one than in the other (Britisi Medical Journal, Jan. 5th, 1901,
p. 9). Nevertheless it is to be emnphasized that in this affection the
condition of the heart wall as well as that of the valves deinands the
careful daily investigation of the attending physician.

Among the directly exciting causes of dilatation in youth we must
undoubtedly place too severe or too prolonged exercise of ail kinds,
especially in running, wrestling, and swimming. This excess in exercise
is, I am persuaded, liable to occur in school children if their games are
not placed under the direction of a skilled instructor. Heart strain
is especially liable to occur if severe contests are undertaken without
previous training. Numerous instances are on record in which under
such circunstances symptoms developed which pointed unnistak-
ably to an acute dilatation having taken place. It is quite possible
that sueh a dilatation may permanently impair the reserve force of
the heart.

Collier (Bril. Ned. Journ., Feb. 16th, 1901,) in a paper on- the
results of severe muscular exertion in adolescence, states that at least
two effects mnay be noticed; first. owing to the strain thrown upon the
air vesicles a condition arises which has been termed. physiological
enphysena; and second, owing to the strain thrown. upon' the -right
side of the heart, over-distension of the right ventricle frequently

536
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ensues; lie adds that when we remember the enormous changes going.
on in the body of young adolescents and the coincident rapid growthL
of the heart, we are safe in assuming that at no tiine during what may
be called the athletic period is the right -side of the heart more liable
to injury from over distension. Tie danger he considers a verv real
one and details several instances which came under his own observa-
tion. Not only is the riglt side of the heart liable to over distension
but in almost all instances where lads have gone in esthusiastically for
athleties, evidence of hypertrophy of the left ventricle will be present.
The apex beat will be found lower and more to the left and its impulse
will be strong and heaving in character. In explanation, Collier quotes
Clifford Allbutt, who in a paper published nearly 30 years ago, showed
that the great strain in severe muscular exercise fell on the aorta. In
the earlier stages he says blood is thrown into the aorta with both in-
creased force and increased frequency, distending it and 'neeessitating
as a consequence a greater propulsive force in the ventricle. This
condition if prolonged or frequently renewed results in what has been
termed physiological hypertrophy. In rapidly growing and poorly
nourished adolescents such conditions may give rise to indications of
distinct over-strain of the heart. As an instance of dilaiation to which
athletic exercises had certainlv a noted share the following case may
be cited:

In young girls the changes at puberty are more rapid than those in
boys and are more frequently associated with amemii a-il an atonie
condition of the heart wall. In such generally, but especially ili the.
class who act as domestic servants and who have a la-g3 amount of
running. un and dowa stairs to perform. symptom of breathlessness
on eçeriion with a disturbing aniount of palpitation are easily induced;
sometimes oui of all proportion to the mere anSnia pre.sent. In the
large number of these cases indications of a dilatation of a greater or
less degree will on careful examination be found to be present.

In patients of ibis age, also, more frequently than in patients of
more adult age. do we find dilatation as the result of those conditions
which alter intra-cardiac pressure, and increase resistance to the out-
fow of blood from the heart. Such conditions may be brieilv referred
to as. disturbances in the respiratory system, in the vascular svstem
and in ihe urinary system.

It is not necessary in a paper like this to more tihan, refer to the
phrsical signs indicaire of cardiae dilatation :÷-the feeble, -diffu4e'
eardiac impule- th'e extensidn of the càrdiac dulness alwas towards
the lef.L sometimes ,owards Ïhe right; thefeeleness of the fjrct sond

Stîhe apex and its altered c'haracter, it is shorber and higher pitched
the accentuation. sometimes reduplication, of the pulmonary second
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soiuid the weak, somietiies slow, gencrally rapid pulse showing a
tendency to irregularity and intermittency. Lees emphasizes another
sign which would not have been anticipated, but vhich is usually pre-
senit; a marked accentuation of the aortic second sound, even when
the radial pulse is extremely feeble. This sign lie attributes to tension
of the aorta in his opinion by a contraction of the splanchnic arterioles
due to the action of toxines. A more plausible explanation however
is giver by Nicholson (BriU. Med. Journ., April 13th. ), who states
that in extreme dilatation the arterial blood pressure must always:be
relatively higli for the state of the heart and blood vassels, 'and the
true value of this accentuation of the aortic second sound as a symnp-
tom, depends on its occurrence at a time wlien, to judge from
collateral symptoms, one. would least of all expect it. It may be re-
garded as an indication that the ventricle is sLraining every fibre and
that the heart is arriving at a stage when no further response to
stiiulation is possible. IF a little more work is sudd.enly demanded,
syncope occurs. Marked accentuation of the second sound under
ihese conditions is therefore to be regarded as a. danger signal of grave

significance and demands the exercise of extreme watchfulness.
Symptons or complaints in growing children of loss of strength

anl energy on exertion, followed by a feeling of faintness or a feeble
pulse and a desire to lie down should always lead to careful investiga-
tion of state of the heart wall.

In the treatment of tie- severer forms of carliac dilatation absolutè
rest in tie recumbent 'position is necessary and should be associated
with a diet nourishing 'but -carefully regulated to prevent over disten-
sion of the stomach by flatulence. In, some instances it may also b
advisable that the amount of liqnids ingested should be reduced to a
ninimum. No drug lias so powerful an effect upon the heart muscle.
as digitalis and in imost of these cases its exliibition in full doses is de-
manded. Strychnine, although possessing a slight action ' upon the
heart muscle, has a' more, distinct action upon the cardiac nerve centres
and imay be employed at the same time as digitalis. In those cases in,
which we have 'distinct accentuation of ·the- aortic sound, the'
exhibition of the nitrites vould also appear to be indicated since
by dilating the superficial systemic' capillaries tliey may 'lighten the
work of tie left side of the heart. At the onset of the acute symnl-
toms it may be necessary to have resort to the more 'diffusile' stimu-
lants, 'ether, animonia and aléohol.
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The mosquito malaria theory has brought with it .an expansion of a
score of facts long since observed by those who have lived in malarial
couitries. Those conditions which disposed one to taking the disease
are favourable to mosquito life, while those conditions whicli are con-
sidered protective, no one knew why, are not favourable for the growth
and activity of this insect. Hence, among many other facts, it is clear
why the danger increases with being out of doors at night in malarial
districts, and wly, also, smoke anrT fire act as protection against the
disease.

Dr. Manson remarks that the etiology of malaria, therefore, resolves
itself into a study of the natural history of certain species of mosquito
the circunstances following their multiplication, those-favouring theii'
infection with the malarial parasite, and those favouring their communi-
cation of the parasite to man. Moscqiitoes belonging to the genus Ano-
pheles- have been found efficient hosts 'for the parasite, while in a few
species,'belongingto the genus Culex, the parasi.te.hias been seen to.,:d.

'éloi:f its'earliest. stge. ':It'is "thought that'all-the specietof the
genus Anopiel'; wofwivli:therè are thirty,may le daàngrs to n.

There is but little doubt that .the principal and .usual sourde froin
whièh the mosqiito-derives its malarial parasite is mân, while froin what
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is known of the possibility of this parasite being found in other animals,
it is not impossible that other vertebrates may infect the insect. The
intervention of the bloodsucker in the malarial cycle is biologically in-
dispensable, but those who accept this view question the necessity of the
imosquito as an inoculating agency. The circumstances attending the
development of the clinical manifestations of the malarial infection are
age, individuai susceptibility, and physiological depression. The young
arc liable and prone to severe attacks of the disease, chiefly perhaps,

c
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The above diagrani is reproduced through the courtesy of " The Practitioner
of London.

because children are relatively indifferent to mosquito bites, they lack
intelligence in protecting thenielves and are, from inadequate clothing
and frequent indulgence in long sleeps, frequently exposed. Immunity
may be obtained by repeated infection, e.j, the adult negro ofWegt
Africa rarely is diseased, while the children commonly are so. The
parasites .may be found in the blood while the individual may be free
from any other signs of the disease. It is thought that in such a case
the individual ha,s acquired a tolerance or immunity towards the toxins
o f malaria.

The possible duration of a malarial infection has been definitely as-
certained. It is well known that one may acquire such an infection in



an unhealthy district and develop the disease only after he has reached
a healthy or infected region.

Prophylaxis may be considered from different standpoints. (1) Sup-
pression of mosquitoes by draining òf swamps and ponds, cleaning and
quickeningthe slow-running streams, etc., etc. About households and
gardens, pools and puddles should not be tolerated, flower pots and
broken bottles should never be allowed to retain water until it is ,sta.g-
nant. "Painting' .stagnant waters with petroleum will prevent the
development of the larve.

(2) Prevention of infection of mosquitoes. This consists in insisting
in ail malarials using :mosquito nets, or deporting all such individuals
to a locality where there are no anopheles.

(3) Prevention of infection by mosquitoes. This seems to be the
only prophylactic, measure that can be effectually carried out. The
house and the beds in the house sliould be mosquito proof. In applica-
tion of this measure, carried out by Celli in 1899-1900 on railway em-,
ployees working in a most malarial county, out of 207, ten only con-
traoted the disease, the rest (197) remaining free from the infection.

Grassi's experiments confirm the above, while Ferrier and Tonsini's
experiments of mosquito destruction by the use of kerosene on stagnant,
water about the convict station and lazaretto on the Island of Arsinara,
and the burning of the culicidal powders in the dormitories of the
prison and in the cottages, resulted in the development of no fresh cases,
during the entire malarial season' from June to November.

The proplyaxis by quinine is worthy of -consideration, ,and while not
uniformly successful,.is.;neverthéless to' be enjoined.

Treatment.-Quinine is the only reliable drug 'in malaria. Euquinine
is at present on its trial. For ordinary intermittent fever Dr. Manson
recommends 10 grs. .to be given when. the sweating 'stage, commences,
followed by 5 grains every six or eight hours for a week, and with a view
of preventing relapse, 5' grains three'times every fifth, sixth or seventh
day, for three months. . For bilious remittent fever a full dose of calomel
followed by a saline cathartic should be- given at the outset and then
followed by the treatment as given above for intermittent fever. The
best time to give quinine is that when the spores of the parasite are fre
in the blood, thus an hour or so before the expected paroxysm. How-
ever, this is'of little practical value. Quinine is to be given in'solution
and when the case is grave, hypodermically or intra-muscularly. A
soluble Sa1t 1, i ä.the sùlphate,' dissolved with.the aidióf.half'ts:weightof tartaric ·àcimd' m ee If m'od ee' t o nmay usd eoffe-étsdonot follow -one inii'st
double or furtÈiir increase the dose. Methyleneblue may be used by
those-who cannot bear quinine.

541M1EDICINE.
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The Parsitology of Malaria.

The malarial parasite belongs to the Portozoa, the sub-order or group
Hmomaimoebido. In genus 7 of llæmamoeba there are two species of
human parasites, siz.: .lhemanieba vivax, the parasite of benigin tertian,
and umi annul3ba malaria, that of quartan fever. in genus 2, Ilomeîa-
mwenas, is included the 1lomenanenas procox, the parasite of malignant
or tropical nialarial. Concerning this parasite soie difference of
opinion exists among the authorities.

It is generally thought that the thrce above-named parasites are dis-
tinet, although Laveran and many French observers maintain that the
human malarial parasites belong to a single species.

The parasite of malaria is parasitie in man and in a certain genus
of the mosquito, the former is its. intermediate host, the latter its
definite host. Anong other distinguishing characteristies comnon to
ile diiferent species, vhich are enumerated ini most text-books upon

hIis subject, the degrce of anSboid activity and. the character of the
pigment produced serve as most important diagnostic features. T he
most interesting feature of the life history of this parasite is the mode
of reproduction. There are two such modes, the one, ,endogenous.
aIsexal, by spores, and without the intervention of the inosquito; the
other exogenous, sexial, and requiring a passage through a certain

gei us of inosquito. The former was first carefully studied by Golgi
and may be called the cycle of Golgi, while the -latter may be termed
the cycle of Ross, as our knowledge of it is due mainly to his brilliant
resea rebes.

T h'lie lmîan phase -of the parasite is w-ll-known to all but only re-
cently has Ihe niosquito phase been carefully worked out, and it may
be welI to follow this a little more fully. The large pignented spheres
and the wvell-known erescent bodies represent the forms of the parasite
which require to enter the stonacli of the anopheles in order to allow
full development. Rees says that it is probable that a. certain propor-
tion of the spores dcevelop into these pigmented spheres and crescents.
Accordingz to 3astianelli and Bignami, these forms have been found
in the bone marrow.

Tl he spheres are oinc in the periplieral biood early in the course- of
Ilhe disease, one or two days after the onset of the fever, while the;
creseent bodies do not ippear until about a week from the onset'of tlie
fever. These spheres secm Io belong to two classes, as nmanifest in
their suîbsequent developmxent. One class presents flagella and are
regarded as malles or imicrogaioeytes; the other class does not flagellate.
They represent feimales in Ilie sexual cycle. The sek of erescents is
determined by the Rconanowsky staining miiethod, tlie protoplasm of the



female crescents staining more deeply, while the pigment is more
closely grouped together. The liagella are to be regarded as the homo-
logues of the sperinatozoons of higher animals.

The next stage in the life of these parasites bas been observed but
once in huimnan malaria, and thus this important link in the chain of
the malarial cycle was supplied by MacCallmn of America. Similar
observations, however, have been made on the halteridium, one of the
malaria-like organisms of birds. Dr. McCallim observed flagella break
away and approach the non-flagellate spheres, and then one of t.hem
was seen to enter a sphere, which was momentarily disturbed. It then
became quiescent and gradually elongated, the pigment gathering at
the posterior or thicker end of the now iertilised cell, and assumning the
shape of a spear boad, it became actively motile and moved freely in
-ll directions, piercing any blood cell tliat might be encountered.
Tbese observations have been confirmed by Koch and others, and it is
bolieved that it is this body that pierces the stoiiach wall of a mosquito
and develops into a zygote.

If mlosqu1itoes belonging to this genus (anopheles) take the blood of
ain individual bcaring erescents, it may be found later that a variety of
forms develop in the stoinach aiid intestinal tract of these insects. At
first if the examination is made a few minutes after feeding, the blood
in the middle intestine will be found to contain flagellating and non-
laellating spheres. On the second day one may find piginented
spheres or zygotes. In the course of a few days the pigment
spheores becom e surrounded -by a capsule. Then these spberes within
tlhe capsule divide and subdivide and produce the zygotomueres.

Upon the surface of these little spheres bud-like processes develop,
(iving thom a hedgôhog-like appearance, ton or twelve of which are
contained within a capsule. Then these processes which have appeared
upon the spheres within the capsule elongate and become sieklie shaped
completely filling the cell and causing the spheres upon which they
have been formed to disappear. In this course of maturation of the
large spheres -they protrude through the walls of the intestine and
eventually rupture setting frec these sickle shaped bodies (sporozooites),
-whicph are caried over the body of the mosquito and are -flltered out
.by the salivary glands. Those bodies contain a nucleus of chromatin
matter-and are the actual source of infection to man, and they have
been traced as far as the end of the proboscis of the mosquito. This
cycle occupies a period varying from six to .sixteen days or perhaps
longer.

The demonstration of the malarial parasite -in the human blood is a
very simple matter to those who know well the appearances of normal
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lld. The teehinique and the-stains need not be lescribed here. We
aiso pass over the descriptiol of the larasite in the nosluito, as well
as that whicli pertains to the rethod of breeding, transporting and
in fecting themî.

TJ'ie oharaeteristics of the parasites of the differenti iorms of imala-
rial fever are so well described in the text-books that they need notbe
rcproduced here.

'Saibon distinguishes between the parasite of semi tertian-fever and'
quotidiam fever. and urges a return to the use of the tern 'esemni-ter-
ian" afier the enstom of the aincient physicians. There is yet a differ-
cnce of opinion amiong the authorities upon this point, as te whether
the distinct species exist. Sonie maintain that the pigimented and un-
piginenited quotidian parasites are ierely varieties of the semi-tertian
parasite. Sanibon remarks that Marchiafava and Celli, who first de-"
scribed a "quotidian parasite,' while regarding it as siinilar to that of
suemi-tertian fever, distinguished it by its snaller size, less active move-
ients, and its shorter life cycle of barely twenty-four hours.

Theie remain, however, the two genera with three species well-estab-"
lished, giving rise te tlie tliree foris of fever. What concerns the
distinction between the semi-tertian and quotidian remains to be estab-
lished by further observations.

A word about the cause of fever arising in the segmentation stage
of the intermittent fevers. The generally 'accepted theory is that it is
caused by some toxic substance elaborated by the parasite or derived
from the disintegrated erythrocytes and set free at the. time of segmen-
tation. Sambon inclines to the view that the febrile reaction is con-
nmected rather with pliagocytosis than' with either the products of the
parasite or necrosed corpuseles. He sees 'also an explanation of the
irreguilarity and prolongation of the fever in the semi-tertian and quoti-
dian, in the irregular and rather slowr segmentation of the parasites,
and because of the long duration of the paroxysms these forms of fever
become very frequently subcontinuoius.

Multiple and miixed infections 'explain many varieties observedl
clinically and mieroscopically. The idea that one often gets typho-
malaria, nialarial pneumonia, and nmany other forms of specifie diseases
due to the nalarial parasite. niust 'b abandoned in the light of the
knowledge following upon the diseovery of the hmnatozoa of inter-
iittent fever. Pernicious attaeks of malaria are usually those due to
imcheeked semi-tertian infections and are never found as first attacks,
but are usually preceded by several attacks.

Crescents.
Laveran first described them in semi-tertian fever. From them

spheres were derived, se le believed that they (the crescents) repre-
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sented a kind of cyst containing· the flagella. Bastianelli and others
regarded them as degenerate forms .of the smaller, amoboid, hyaline
organism. Grassi and Feletti believed that crescents reprcsented a
distinct type of parasite which they ternied the Laverania. According
to Ewing the crescentie body is a forni of the parasite adapted to·
further development in a new host, for in thebodies of mosquitoes fed
upon blood containing crescents are found the fully developed parasite.

Whence its origin in man is yet unsettled. Mannaberg thought'that
the conjugation of two ring forms might account for their formation.
The coccidia in rabbits, salamnanders, and other animals form cresentie
bodies by segmentation of a large spheroidal body. This, it is claimed,
never occursin the human subject.

The relations which crescents bear to ovoid or spheroidal forms has
not been .determined, but it is thought that cresents .may assume a
spheroidal -form and extrude flagella, and that spheres may revert to
cresentie forms..

Ewing's conclusion froni his observations upon the habits and forma-
tion of cresents is that the ovoid and spheroidal bodies. seen in ordin-
ary stained specimens are usually younger forms than the elongated
eresent, and-that the spheroidal bodies in shed blood.may be derived
froin cresents of .a.most any age. Do cresents sporulate? Authorities
differ widely. Irn 1889 Canalis described segmentation in cresents
with the production of eight to ten spores, and while the .view that
segmentation does take place is accepted by some, yet they -do not re-
gard this change as a .reproductive one. It appears, therefore, that
some changes:do occur,. yet how these changes affect the host is not
determined.

Mannaberg and Manson, 1894, are in accord that the flagellate forms
niay represent.the first steps in a cycle of existence outside the human
body. Then in 1897 Simon advanced the thcory that the flagella of
the malarial parasite were ,forns of a sexual cycle;.in 1899, McCallum
followed. this up with a confirmation of this in the halteridium of birds.

Inoculations.

The process 'of inducing. the .disease and tie subsequent denonstra-
tion of the parasite in the blood have gone furthest to prove tie plural-
ity of the species of parasites inducing this disease. Altogetlier. forty-
two experiments are on record, not including those cases in whicli the
disease was experimentally induced by means of. the mosquito.

W. P. Hiamillon.
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UNDER TE1 CHARGE OF A. D. RLACKADER.

On the Treatment of Diarrhœas in Infancv.
It is possible that in infancy a relaxed condition of .the intestinal

tract nay bo of nervous origin, but a definite instance in which some
form of nervous irritation could be regarded as the chief exciting cause
of an attack of diarrhoea I do not remember to have seen. It cannot
be too strongly affirmed that the great exciting cause of all the diar-
chœeas of infancy is the presence of some irritant in the intestinal
canal, alinost invariably of bacterial origin, and more or less poisonous
in its systemie effects according to the particular form or forms of
bacterial life concerned in its production. It is also to be remembered
that at the commencement of the disorder and for a variable time
afterwards, the fons et origo mali is limited to the contents of the
gastro-intestinal tract.

With these important facts strongly impressed upon us the indica-
tions for treatment are -evident': the tract must be cleared of, thé
irritating and poisonous material, and of the pathogenie bacteria vhich
develop in it, .as promptly and thoroughly as possible, and for some
diays all food which is able to serve as a culture medium for the growth
of such germs nust be withheld. Partial starvation is much to be pré-
ferred to poisoning.

To fulfil the first intention it is desirable to make use of a non-
irritating but promptly acting purgative, and, if the stomach does not
reent its presence, no drug acts more promptly and effectually than a
full dose of Castor oil. As promptness of action is important, this
dose should contain no opiate or other sedative that would in any way
hinder its action. Another drug fulfilling the same indications is
calomel, which has also the advantage of having some slight antiseptie
action, and of being easily given and retained by the stomach. In
and infant under a year old it may be adiniistered in the form of a
powder or triturate; 1l10th of a grain cvery half hour for six or eight
doses. If combined with sodium bicarbonate its sedative action on
the gastric mucous membrane is increased. In oTder and lustier child-
ren the dose may be a larger one, 116th to 11th of a grain, repeated
every half hour till one or two grains have been given. After froc
evacuations have been secured the calomel may be continued for ail-
other 24 or 48 hours in smaller doses at longer intervals.
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Il the systemie disturbance is severe, in addition to purgatives it is
desirable to wàsh out the colon as thoroughly as practicable with
normal saline solution, at a temperature from 95-98° F. In carrying
out this irrigation the important points to be borne in mind arc that
the infant's hips nust be well raised so as to favour the flow of the
solution towards the higher portions of the canal, and to make sure
that the flow be slow and gentle the recevoir nust not be raised more
than two feet above the level of the child. Tod great rapidity or force
in the inflow of the water will irritate the sensitive mîucous mem-
branes and stimulate preinature contraction of the muscular wall of
the intestine with rejection of its contents before the water has pene-
trated a sufficient distance. Antisepties in this solution are undesir-
able ini my opinion, lest retention of some of the solution take place
with subsequent absorption, inducing depressing effects on the circula-
tion.

SuFlî an irrigation if done effectually once or twice, need mot be
afterwards repeated very frequently. I have never been able to persu-
ade niyself that, if due care is exercised in tle feeding of such an infant,
I have obtained any distinct advantage from frequently repeated
irrigations.

Although by these measures we nay secure the evacuation froin the
intestinal tract of almost all its contaminated contents, any attempt to
administer food of any kind, but especially milk food, to the infant,
whose digestive povers have been temporarily paralysed by the attack,
can only result in such food remaining more or less undigested, and
acting as a new culture medium for the development of a fresh crop
of poisonous bacteria. The necessity of withholding nilk food is
furtier emphiasized by the consideration tTiat even under normal condi-
tions tlie digestion of milk appears to be accomplished alnost entiroly
in the smnail intestine, and not, as in the aduit, chiefiy in the acia, and
therefore to some extent, antiseptic medium of the gastric juice. Espe-
cially is this true of cow's milk the greater portion of which passes iii a
nerely,eurdled condition from the stomach into the duodenum where its

gactric acquired acidity is neutralised; should the digestive secretions
there be impaired in quality or quantity and digestion proceed slowly,
it becomes a culture medium for the development of any pathogenie
organisms with which it may be infected. Clinically, it appears to be
imperative that milk foods, and especially cow's milk, should be
ertirely interdicted during an attack, and its use is only to be cautious-
ly resumed in convalescence in such small quantities as can be easily
and promptly digested by the infant.
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My own experience corroborates that of a recent writer who says -
-The physician who wishes to do his full duty to the patient must stop
ihe milk diet at once; it matters not whether the diet is breast milk or
cow's milk, or whether the cow's milk is sterilised or not sterilised; it
natters not whether the stools are frequent or infrequent, neither does
the character of the stool eut any figure; as long as there is evidence of
intestinal derangement, the milk diet must be discontinued. It is use-
less to give laxatives and wash out the few bactéria, and then feed. milk
to the hosts that remain."

For the past few years it has been my rule at the onset of an attack
of diarrlicea, to withhold ail food from the infant for at least 24 hours
permitting only water or a little weak spirits and water. After 24
hours a pre-digested or dextrinised gruel inay be given, at first in small
qtuantity, but the amount may be gradually increased; the intervals be-
tween the feedings should be not less than twe hours. As the case im-
proves a weak, partially predigested meat broth or essence may be added
to the dietary; only such food however is to be permitted as we may feel
certain will be absorbed rapidly and as completely as possible from the
mucous membrane of either the stomach or upper portion of the small
intestine.

It is surprising to one w-ho remembers the very unsatisfactory re-
sults obtained from the older plans of treatment by means of astrin-
gents and even antiseptics, to note the rapid improvement that takcs
place in the majority of cases when these measures are carefully car-
ried out.

At the present the administration of drugs plays only a secondary
part in the treatment of diarrhoea. nevertheless we may obtain valuable
assistance in iany instances fron their judieious employnent, and for
obvious reasons it is not desirable to altogether neglect them. The
-general concensus of opinion points to one of the preparations of
bismuth, cither the carbonate or subnitrate, as beinr of distinct benefit
if given in full doses of at least 10 grains every two or three hours. If
the movements are very frequent or very watery, a small amount of
opium may b added in the fori of the camphorated tincture of opium.
Many cases unfortunately are seen too late for full advantage to be
taken of the above measures and in such the presence of irritating
material in the intestinal tract for many days has given rise to more
or less inflammatory reaction in the superficial tissues of the intestine,
chiefly of the large intestine. In such cases, in addition to the en-
deavor to remove the irritant by the use of purgatives and to the with-
holding of all fermentable food, I have seen distinct benefit result from
the use of higli irrigations of a 1 per cent solution of tannie acid given
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twice a day. Tannie acid is of little value when given by the mouth
and by checking the gastric secretions it iay do distinct harm,. but
employed as an irrrigation for the colon it has, in my opinion, a dis-
tinctly antiseptic and astringent action.

In those cases in whih the fever irises -above 1020 F. a tepid bath
at a temperature of 900 for five minutes is well borne and often of
distinct advantage. I am afraid of cold rectal injections as a means
of lowering temperature, regarding them as a measure liable on occa-
sion to produce very depressing effects. Cold sponging is also of much
service, but in the case of infants it is a disturbing process and its
action as a systemic tonie and stimulant to elimination is much less
decided than that of a general bath at 90°.

All the intestinal antisepties that we are at present acquainted with

give us but a modicum of assistance in this disorder and their use is
not unassociated with a tendency to a depressing action on heart and
circulation, an action whieh we are specially anxious to avoid. Alcohol
as a heart sfimulant, is of much value, and used in moderate quanti-
ties it improveà digestion, stimulates 'absorption, and is to some- extent
a food.
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THE YEAR-BooK F iTE NosE, TiRoAT, AND IAR. Edited by.G.T. HEAD'

M.D., and A. H. Andrews, M.D. Chicago, The Year-Book Pub-
lishers, 1901.

To those interested in these special departments of medicine this
work will be found invaluable. Interesting articles on various diseases
of -these organs have been extracted, and the enormity of the .under-
taking inay be judged from thefact that no less than over three hun-
dred journals have been' consulted in imaking-the extracts. The occa-
sional running commnients of the editors, the reviewer thinks, rather
detract from1 the value of the work. -It is to be. hoped that the editors
wili be encouraged in tiheir work by ithe liberal Su lport which: they so
richly deserve. H. S.. B.

INTERNATIONAL DIREcToRY 0F LARYNGOLOGISTS AND OTOLOGISTS com-

piled by AROIrIBAL D LAKE, F.R.C.S., London. The Rebman Publish-
ing Company, (Ltd.), 1899.

This useful book contains the.nanes and addresses of practitioners
engaged in the study. and practice of .aryngology and otology. It is
harcly expected that it can be .exactly accurate considering the vast
territory the names and addresses cover. In so.far as Canada is con-
cerned there is a great deal of inaccuracy. Several of the Canadian
cities represented contain naines .of individuals who -never existed.
Quebec city is quite ignored. It is to be hoped .that in the next issue,
wiiel is at present.being revised, there will be fewer mistakes.

A TREATISE oN DIsEAsES oF THE NOSE AND TUROAT. By ERNEsT L.
SIIURLEY, M.D., New York,- D. Appleton & Company, 1900.

Enbodied in this work is the result of the author's experience as a
ia.ryngologist of many years.practice, and as a useful addition to the
general practitioner's library it is strongly to be recomnnendcd. The
varions subjects are treated in a thoroughly practical manner and with-
out the.usual "padding" -which nakes so mauy books uninteresting to
those for whon the work is especially intended. At the end of the
book is a collection of formule which the general practitioner will
find very useful. H. S. B.



ONTARZIO1 MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
The Twenty-First Annual Meeting of the Ontario Medical Association

vas held in Toronto, on the 19th and 20th of June, 1901, the President.
Dr.'Angus McKinnon, of Guelph, in the chair..

DR. WILLIAM OLDwRIGHRT, of Toronto, read a paper entitled, " Three
Recent Gall-Stone Cases." The first case, a wonan aged 55 ycars, had

been previously treated for a similar attack, and had cone under notice
while suffering from 'symptoms of gall-stone obstruction. There w'as
intense pain, voniting, slight elevation of temperature, and a distinct
tumour in the region of the gall-bladder. At the operation there was
focund a great deal of inflamnatory action with stenosis of the duet, and
several stones were removed. The gall-bladder was stitched to the

abdominal wall anc drainage established in the usual way. A good
recovery resulted.

The second case vas that of a. woman aged 65 years, seen in consul-

tation with Dr. MeLean of Woodbridge. At the operation, difficulty
ias experienced in finding the gall-bladder, ard there was no doubt,

on niaking an examination, of the. presence of malignant disease. The

patient died within twenty-four hours from homorrhage and shock.

The operator 'thought tha.t if operation had been undertaken some years
before, the malignant disease miglit have beei prevented.

The third case a. 'woman 40 years of age, had had symptoms of ob-
structioin for some eighteen nonths. Renoval- of the stones revealed

the obstruction to have been in the cystic duct, and resulted in a com-

plete recovery, the patient leaving the hospital on the thirteenth day
after operation.

Dr. Oldwright, in replying to the discussion following the. reading of

his paper, gave as his opinion that operation shoiild be undertaken in

every case after the adute syniptoms had subsided, as repeated attacksà
led very frequently to malignant disease.

Dit. HREIRJIIT A. BRUcE, of Toronto, exhibited a woman, 34 years
of age, upon whom he had performed an 'Excision of the Upper 'Jaw

for Sarcoma." The operation 'had been performed three months after

the growth was first noticed, which the:n copsisted of a very hard

swelling just 'bhind~ the second bicúspid tooth, ánd extend gback-

wards to. the full extent of the jaw. -Tnternally it.had no' ext'.'d to

the middle line, and bulged externally to' the extent of -half" an inch

beyond what would be the line' 'of the teeth. A polypoid mass was
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present in the roof of the mouth, covered by mucous membrane, and
also in the left nostril, which was partially obstructed. The operation.
was done on the 29th of April and the patient left hospital on May
18th, having made an uninterrupted recovery'.

DL Il .W. GARRETT, of Kingston, introduced a discussion on "Ectopic
Gesiation." He held that the subject was one of vital importance to
every practitioner, as at any time lie might be alled upon to make
a diagnosis in a case in which this was one of the possibilities. He dis-
cussed at considerable length the causation and výarieties of the condi-
lion, and thought that -in a fairly large. proportion of cases it was
possib:e to inake a diagnosis before rupture took place. Dr. Garrett
iimited his remarks more particularly to tubal pregnoncy, the etiology
symptomatology and diagnosis of which were dealt with fully. In
concluding, lie recited the history of a very interesting case in support
of huis contention of the dilfficulty surrounding diagnosis.

D.n. J. F. W. Ross, of Toronto, confined his -renarks mainly to the
question of diagnosis, and was followed by niany members, who al
agreed in the difficulty of arriving at a definite conclusion as to the
nature of some cases.

President's Address.
Di. McKINNoN, after referring to the honour of being chosen to fill

this position, contrasted the state of medicine at the beginning of the
past century and at the present day, mentioning the various 'advances
which medical science had made. He deplored the increase whi'cli ad
taken place in the employment of proprietary medicines, and thought
fiat harm was being doue to the profession by the pills now sold as
specifies for malaria, neuralgia, etc., etc. The literature and drugs sent
out by these enterprising firms had beconie an intolerable nuisance.
The electrie belt man, -the Christian Scientist, the advertising cancer-
curer, the osteopath, and many other such like fakes which hang on
to .the skirts of medicine, lie scored most unmercifully, and regretted
that the public press, both secular and religious, opened their columns
freely to these fulsome, üntrutlful and sometimes immoral advertise-
nents, because they pay well. There was great danger to the public

in permitting Christian Scientists, the "pray-for-hire-dealers," and the
"Dowieites," impudently undertaking to cure infections diseases, such
.as diplitheria, scarlet fever and smallpox-diseases which they are
unable to recognize, and lie thinks that we have come to a point where
toleration and forbearance become criminal. . The ~2,500 medical men
in'Ontaio should have irifluence enoughi to, dbtain frôm -the Legisldture
an amendment to the Medical Act which will put an end to this strifling
w ith human life. He directed attention to the delay that occurs i.
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securing admission to the asylums for people the subjects of acute mnaiia,
and thought it was high time the necessary steps in this department in
the practice of medicine shouid be simplified.

DR. J. 11. ELLIOTT, Med ical Superintendent of the Sanatorium at
Gravenhurst, read 'a paper entitled, "Pulmonary Tuberculosis. Its
Trealment in Special Sanaloria." Speaking generally, from 50 to 70
per cent. of the incipient cases were restored to health, while of all
classes, from 15 to 30 per cent. were reported as cured or arrested, and
froin 60 to 70 per cent. as improved. The first improvement noted
after entering the sanatorium was in appetite, then followed a gradual
gain in weight and fall in temperature. Night sweats disappeared, the
cough and expectoration lessened, and sleep was improved. The prin-
ciples of the treatment were a continual life in the open air, with rest
or exercise as indicated, aliberal suitable diet, sylptlomatic medicinal
treatment, hydrotherapy, and a strict medical supervision of the
patient's daily life. A strong point was made of the physician's personal
supervision attainable in a sanátorium, where the doctor lives vith his
patients and is able to study his cases and individualise thé treatmnent.
Dr. Elliott also referred to -the work already done and now being carried
on in the matter of tuberculosis and serums, and expressed the hope that
some day a specific would be secured for those cases at .least where a
nixed infection was not present.

DR. P. É. BncE, of Toronto, the'Secretary of the Provincial Board
of HBealth of Ontario, presented a 'paper on " Vaccinal Protection against
Smallpox." He thought that in the century, which had elapsed since
the introduction of vaccination, there never had been, a time in which
there.was as nuich scepticism expressed against. its value by the laity
as at present, and, inoreover,.as miuch' indifference on the part of the
profession. In Ontario, between..1898 and 1899 there had been 22
recorded deaths from smallpox. He contended that flive separate inser-
tions should be inade-in each- case of vaccination and with a known
quantity of lymph. Hé deploied the fact that no instruction in the art
of vaccinating was commonly given in -the colleges. A lengthy discus-
sion followed, in which the- participants were unanimous in their ap-
proval of Dr. Bryce's remarks.

Du: FERG-USON, of London, introduced a "Discussion on Empyema,
taking up the medical aspect, which he stated was limited to a considera-
tion of its pathogenesis and phophylaxis. In its etidolgyLhe spokeof
-four. clas,:n ely, pfteuiocpoei,é; stP yptococcic,
tuberculous d. Thie "prognosis was bestE fo-
the form due to -pneumocôcci,. wËich was the only form whiclh night
get well by: aspiration 'ithout 'surgical interference.
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iDn. J. L. TURNBULL, of Goderich, discussed the surgical aspect. He
advocated the resection of a portion of a rib, and daily washing out of
tle cavity in fætid cases, gradually shortening the drainage tube each
day. Where the cavity would not close, he advised an Estlander's
operation], nopping out the cavity with pure carbolie acid followed by
alcoh ol to prevent poisoning.

In the discussion which followed several members expressed the
opinion -that the success of the operation depended mainly upon its
being undertaken early and consequently on an early diagnosis being
nade.

DR. GEoRGE H. CARVETH, of Toronto, read 'a paper -on the " Open
Air Treahnent of Discase," describing three methods, either by vide
open windows, beds on the veranda, or beds on the lawn under tents.
At first he had liad soie difliculty in persuading his patients -to under-
take the treatnent, but most of then after trying it were loth toreturn
indoors. Some of the cases he had treated in this way were iritis,
fracture, radical cure of h ernia, rheumatoid arthritis, tuberculous
disease of the spine, typhoid fever, and a case of hysterectomy.

Dr. Bryce spoke of the value of treating smallpox patients in tents,
which should be double roofed and double floored, and provided with
a stove. Drs. Freel, Elliott, and lunter all related cases showing the
value of open air treatnient. Dr. Ryerson quoted the statisties of the
treatment of enteric fever in tents and inprovised.hospitals in South
Africa, showing that the advantage was decidedly in favour of the
former.

DfI. PREV'OST,' of Ottawa, read a paper," On the vse of Nîtrous Oaide
and B/her as an An stheic.". After defining the qualities of what could
be considered a good and satisfactory'anesthetic, lie gave the results
of his personal experience, with Dr. Gorrell as assistant, during two
years, with .the above combination. The apparatus employed vas
1-fewitt's modification of Clovers'-inhaler. Out of 307 cases, anosthesia.
was induced in one minute in 24, Il minutes in 55, 2.minutes in 94,.
2ý minutes in 47, 3 minutes in 44, 31 minutes in 9, 4 minutes in 19,
and 5 minutes in 14. With regard to the effect upon the kidneys,
albumin had been observed 26 times in 434 cases. Post-operative vom-
iting was rare. Dr. Prevost, although the first surgeon in Canada to
employ intra-spinal cocanization, did not think it should supersede
ether when results like the above were obtainable by competent men.

Dii. CHAs. T. NOBLE, of Philadelphia, read a paper on-"' The Compli-
calions and Degenerations of Fibroid Tiunour of the Uterus, with Refer-
enec to the Treatment of these Growtis."

DR.J. T. DuNcAN read- a paper " On he Importance of an Early
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Recognition of Locomotor a211xia -Do the Bye Symploms Assist us?"
Ie dwelt upon the ;rominent eye symptons present early in the disease.

Dn. D. J. Gînn1-WisniT, of Toronto, read " Noles on hie Use of
Adrenalin." iHe reported the resuilts of several hundred office applica-
tions to the nucous membrane of the nose, especially for controlling
homorrhage in small operations in the nasal cavities. Its use rendered
such operations practically bloodless. In the removal of adenoids or
enlarged tonsils it had not proved of much service.

Discussion on Gastric Ulcer.
Dn. R. D. RunoDLy, of Toronto, in opening the discussion, gave a

short historical sketch of the chief literature on the subject. He pro-
pounded five questions on gastric ulcer, the first being as to its relation-
ship te cancer, and qioted authorities showing that fron 5 to 9
per cent. of all gastric cancers so arose. Witi regard to whether it w'as
possible te diagnose the site of an ulcer, the speaker showed that the
general con.sensus of opinion was against sucli a possibility except in
rare cases, and enumerated the symnptoims which might help one te
cone to a conclusion. Regarding the use of ergot as a styptic in
gastric homorrhage, he' ias inclined to think that it might interfere
with the natural formation of a clot following on the lowered blood
pressure by raising the pressure. Turpentine had no such objection,
and calcium chloride increased the tendency to clotting. The question
as to whether cases of apparently cured ulcer were ever safe lives fron
an insurance point of view, he answered in the negative on account of
liability of recurrence and of sudden perforation after years of quies-
conce.ý As rega-ds operation, it should be performed immediately
perforation was diagnosed, but where no perforation exists the question
was not so easy to answer. Severe uncontrollable hmorrhage should
be an indication for operation in soine cases, but the niortality from
hSmorrhage was surprisingly snall.

Dn. H. B. ANDERSON, of Toronto, discussed the pathology, limiting
his remarks to the common round ulcer. The condition was found most
frequently between 20 and 40 years, but the nortality was greater from
40 to 60 yea.rs. Females were sufferers twice as frequently as males.
The predisposing causes were enuinerated, and the essential cause was,
according to the speaker, -hyperchlorhydria and an abnormal condition
of the blood. He did not favour the theory of bacterial origin. The
pathological anatomy of gastric uleer and its terminations were dis-
cussed and illustrated by specimens.

Di. IENRY HOWITT, of Guelph, considered the surgical aspect of
the question. He first took up the technique of the operative procedure
for dealing with a non-perforated ulcer, ·dwelling on the necessity of
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thoroughly washing out the stomach beforehand to render it as aseptic
as possible. With regard to perforated ulcer, Dr. lowitt advocated
the giving of mîorphia, both to keep the viscus at rest and to lessen the
ainotunt of anithetic required during the operation. Success depended,
le thouglt, on the length of time elapsing before operation. Delay was
dangerous. It was his practice to allow of the escape of gas by incisions
in the bowels, which lie made and closed before attempting the repair
of the uloer. The latter, where possible, lie excised and closed the
opening with- two or three layers of sutures. Where this was impossible
froi the situation of the ulcer, lie generally inverted it and closed it by
layers of sutures. He reconunended thorouglh flushing of the abdominal
cavity with saline solution as one of the last steps of the operation.

Dit. T. SHAw WEBSTER read a paper entitled " Vaginal Section,
Exploratory and Operative," describing several operations, one for
ectopie gestation.

Dit. S. CuMMINGs, of Hamiltoli, read a paper on "Tlhe Rœentgen Rays
in the Diagnosis of Urinary and Biliary Calculi," exhibiting skiagraphs
in illustration of the same.

DR. GRAHAM CHAMBERs, of Toronto, gave a "Prelininary Report 'on"
the Relations of Iiyperchlorhydria Io 'Bilious Attacks,'. some formns of
Eczemna, Gout, and Mfuscular Rheunatisn," stating that he had found
hyperacidity, due to excess of hydrochloric acid, in many cases giving
a history of "bilious attacks." In these sanme dases there was 'also
lyperSsthesia of the mucous membrane of the stomach, and the speaker
thought that nany factors pointed to a relation between these two'
conditions and the-diseases mentioned. An examination of the gastrie
contents of six cases of eczema showed the presence of hyperchlorhydria.
The sine could be said of gout, and possibly of muscular rheumatism,
althougli the latter point was not definitely settled.

DR. W. B. THIiSTLE, of Toronto, discussed the "iedical Treatment
of Surgical Tuberculosis," advocating medical treatment in many 'casés
whîich were at present relegated entirely to surgery. He thouglit that
sunshine and fresh air were too often neglected in -the case of surgical
tuberculosis.

Dn. WALTER MOKEOWN, of Toronto, in a paper on "Post-Operative
Peritonitis," considered that normal saline solution, either 'subcu-
taneously or intravenously injected, and the use of- enemata of 'mag-
nesium sulphate, would cause the elimination of ·the toxins by their
(ilysis.through the intestinal wals.

The last session was devoted to business. The officers for the coming
year were elected as follows:-President, N. A. Powell, Toronto; lst
1Vice-President, R. Ferguson, London; 2nd Vice-Président?, R. W.
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Garrett, Kingston; 3rd, L. C. Prevost, Ottawa; 4th, R. L. Turnbull,.
Goderich; General Secretary, Harold C. Parsons, Toronto; Assistant
Secretary, George Elliott Toronto; Treasurer, A. R. Gordon, Toronto.

The following resolution on the necessity of vaccination was drawn
up by the committee appointed for the purpose and passed
unanimously:

Resolved, That the Ontario Medical Association desires hereby to
re-assert the opinion of the medical profession of this province:

1st. That +he principles of Jennerian vaccination against smallpox>
which have been now attested by the experience of more than a century,
are scientifically correct.

2nd. That in order to carry out the protection tlirough vaccination
against smallpox it is necessary that the lymph used in the operation
be of normal quality, and that this can be showrn only by a proper
amount of systemic reaction to the vaccine, as determined by he char-
acter of the vesicles, and that the absence of a normal reaction, as
shown by the presence of vesicles, is no positive evidence of the im-
munity of the person either against vaccinia» or smallpox.

3rd. That this Association emphasizes the urgent necessity that the.
scarification of the skin be sufficiently extensive to 'secure such reaction,'
and to this end recommend that' from .three to five, insertions each of a
quarter of, an inch square be made in "each vaccination. This vas

carried.
Medical Defence Union-On motion .of Dr. J. F. W. I osn secóndled

by Dr. A. .Primrose, a comniittee was- appointed to inquire into this
matter, to report tthe next meting of'tlieAsšoeiation in 1902.



MATTERS OF PARAMOUINT IMPORTANCE TO THE PROFE S-
SION-THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICLANS.AND THE

PINEAULT AND ROY LAWS.
1 the .tors of the MoNTREAL MEDICAU JOURNAL.

The College of Physicians bas been recently condemned by the
Courts of Qebec to hand over a license to practice medicine to seven
young graduates of Laval University at Quebec, and, moreover,-to pay
to six among them a fine of $100 'each .for refusai to .grant it. The
College. of Physicians liad not refused a license to -these you.ng men,
but .insisted before granting it on the fulfihnent of the formalities re-
quired by the niedical law. of the Province of Quebec. 'The courts main-
t aiuned, notwithstanding the alfirmation of the College that all the
requiremcnts had not been complied with, that a license should be
grauted to .the Iplaintiffs.

Thie question at issue is, indeed, a very ,inportant one, for it directly
iiperils, by substituting judicial to medical authority, .not .only the
general welfare of the profession but especially the privileges granted
by the law to .the .corporation of Physicians, and incidentally to its
Provincial Board. Thus do wre believe it to be our duty to explain
to vour rcaders the facts.of-the case and to note the conclusions to be
deducted therefrom.

Let us first consult the revised statutes of-tle.Province on the man-
nor of obtaining the license of the College. Art. 3978 reads:-

"No person shail be admltted as a student of medicine, surgery or mid-
wifery unless :he has obtained a certificate of qualification fron the Provincial
Medical Board. No one is entitled 'to the license of the College on presenta-
tion of a diploma unless he bas Iheen previously eadnitted tto the study of
medicine in accordance -with the provisions of ;this section, or unless he has
passed an equivalent preliminairy examination before a college, etc., etc...."

This Last .phrase -regards Bachelors of Arts. Art. 3978 seens very
clear to us, and it nay; be summed up by stating that a student who
bas not registered in -the .books .of the College by presenting his
diploma of Bachelor or his irevet (Provincial Board matriculation) has
no legal existence, that is to say, is recognised neither by the law nor by
the College of Physicians, and would not obtain the license even though
he passed his.university examinations. On the other hand, ,the regu-

r1y registered student, four years after the date of his registration,
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is enititled tothe license if he successfully.passes his examination at
the medical faculty where lie studied, as set forth by .Art. 397ï7 -of the
Revised Statutes, as follows:-

"Every person who obtains a nedical degree or diploma in any university
or college mentioned in article 3972, is entitled to such license without exam-
ination as to his medical knowledge and skill, provided that such diploma has
only been given after four years of medical study froi tihe date of admission
to study and according to -the requirements of the section, etc."

Does.this-signify that the non-registered sttudent is forever debarred
from obtaining the license of the College? No: but by not registering
lie lias placed himself in a sonewha t awkward -position. Having .no
legal existence as a medical student, while undergoing his university
exainination he reniains ignoredi by the Assessors of the College, who
are not authorized, either by the law or by the regulations of the Col-
loge, to take any notice.of his examination. Note that the law obliges
lie College to enact such regulations:-

Art. 3983:-
"For such purpose the Provincial Board shall appoint or elect Assessors,

two or more of wh9om shall attend ithe exaaninations at each university,
college, or incorporated nedical school in accordance with one or more
by-laws to be passed by the Board."

The following are the regulations enacted by resolutioi sanctioned iii
1894. by the Lieutenant Governor in, Council..

" To be entitled to present himself for the prlriary examlination before
the assessors% each student must prove that 'he bas been admitted to the
study of medicine by lihis Board for at .least two university sessions......
To be entitled to present theniselves for the final examination -before theý
assessors the candidates must have studied in a university, college, or school
of medicine of this Province during not less than four sessions from the date
of the certificate of admission to study by the Board; and they must have
fully complied with the regulations of the College of Plyisiciois and Surgeons
of ·this Province, and, also, they must have passed the primary examination
to the satisfaction of -the assessors of the Board."

The. non-registered student leaves the university witli a worthless
diploia so far as' his license is .concerned. To -be recognised by the
College of Physicians he must do what lie should have done at the very
first, .namely, have his name inscribed in the -official register of the
candidates for the licensQe, and for that purpose pass the proper exam-
inations before the examiners of the College. Moreover, as the law
prescribes that a student only lias a riglit to a license, inasmxuch. as lie
has obtained his diplona after four years of medical study from the
date of his admissiôn to study, the non-registered student muist, after
undergoing his .preliminary exanination or .brevel before the College
of Physicians and registering lis naie with the Registrar, wait four
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years more before he be allowed .to pass an .examination before the
examiners of the Board to obtain a license. It is in a way.a penalty
imposed on .those who have not observed the rules.

But this delay of four years, it appears, offered in many cases serious
obstaeles. Numbers of young doctors holding valid diplomas -from
the universities.but not having been previously adnitted to the study
of niedicine by the College of Physicians, would seek to obtain from
the Quebec Legislature their release from these four years of delay,
alleging all kinds of excuses, such as.sickness, poverty, absence from
the country, etc. The .Legislature, always conpassionate, would
sanction a private Bill allowing them to obtain-a license from the Col-
lege after exaimination and without delay. Finally,.on' accoult of the-
ever-increasing number of private Bills the Legislature tried to do
awav with them by authorizing the.College to repeal the delay of four
Veare. -Fence tlie Pineault law (1898) which reads as follows :-

" Not.wit*hstandling article 3978 of the Revised iStatutes, 'the College of
Physicians and .Surgeons of the Province of Quebec is au'thorized te admit.
to practice the medical students 'who on the first of November, 1896, had
commenced attending.a inedical course in a duly incorporated university of-
the Province of Quebec before having obtained a certificate of admission to-
the study of medicine, and grant thein: the necessary license to practice-
nedicine6 -surgery, and obstetries after having .passed the examinations
required for admission to study and those requ.ired for admission to practice."

The Pineault law, as niay be seen, does not exempt the non-registered
students either from the niatriculation -examination (brevet) or froin.
the license examination; it only exempts them from the four years that.
nust elapse between the one-and the other..

The Roy *niendment adopted in 1900 goes further:-
Nevertheless, the said College i may, ivhensoever they consider that the-

circumstances justify them In so doing, exempt any such student from the
examination .required for admission to study.".

In this case tliere is no error, the law authorized the Board of Physi-
cdans to deliver ."wlen circumstances justify their so doing" the
license of the College to .those who have no brevet. But this applies.
only te the brevet, and ·the law.does not compel the College to acknow--
leige the university examination of students whose names do not
appear in the register. If the .brevet (matriculation examination) is-
abolished for non-registered students, the obligation ofundergoing the-
professional exanination before the Medical Board still exists for them,.
and it remains a fact that, notwithstanding the Pineault law, those
stidents during i.heir niedical studies had no legal -existence. The
Board cannot, therefore, grant them a license without imposing a-
professional examinalion before its, committee.
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Now that we.are familiar with the medical laws let us consider the
facts of the case. No sooner -had the Pineault law been modified by
the Roy amendinent (February, 1900), than several yonng men, ha.ving
studied medicine without previously registering with the College of
Physicians, petitioned to be exempted froi the examination for admis-
sio'n to the study of medicine. At its meeting of July 1900, the Board
took into consideration .the petition of 34: of those youig men and
agreed to grant them all the benefits of the Roy amendment, provided,
they underwent the professional examination before tlie .Board as re-
quired by the statutes. The motion read as -follows:-"Dr. Marsolais
proposes, seconded by Dr. Jobii, that a professional examination before
the examination conunittee of the.Board of Governors be denanded
from all candidates fron whomn the.Board will grant the privilege of
the Pineault law (1898) modified -by the Roy amendient, passed in
1890. It is then unanimously resolved that aIl the irregulars who
have miade application to the Board be.given ihe privilege of the 'Roy
anendment."

This resolution only confirmed the ries and regulations of, the
niedical law and of the College, giving at the sane time to all those
young men the benefit of the new law. Up to this stage everything
is normal; .there is a perfect understanding between the Legislatuie

.and the College of Physicians.
Mr. Joseph Gosselin, a student of the University of Laval of Quebec,

after being exempted from the brevet (matriculation) examination, re-
fused to undergo. the professional .examination before flie College,
maintaining that, although lie vas not a qualified student, lie had
passed .his university examination in presence of the .assessors of the
College through a special permission granted to him in 1898 by the
President of the late Provincial Board of Melicine. M[r. Gosselin
claimed that the Board should give him his license, since lie had passed
-his final examination before the assessors. The Board -refused to
acquiesce in his demand -for the three following reasons: (1) Because
in 1899 Mr. Gosselin, being a. non-registered student, lad no legal
existence, and the assessors of the College could not take into considera-
tion his examination. (2) Because no -officer of the College, not even
flie President, has the power to change for any reason whatsoever the
laws of the Province and the by-laws of the corporation, which estab-
lish very. clearly the duties of the-assessors. (3). Because the Pineaultl-
Roy lav does not exempt ion-registered students, and Mr. Gosselin was
one- in 1899 (previous to the adoption of the Roy amendment), from
the obligation of undergoing the professional examination before the
Provincial Board of Medicine. The Board in support of its contention
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relied on its statutes and regulations; it was impossible i our opimion
to adopt any other course than that previously followed under similar
ci rcumstances.

In September, 1900, Mr. Gosselin brought suit against the College
to force it to grant hini his license, and Judge Bonaventure Caron gave
judgment in his favour in December, 1900. The College appealed
from ihis judgmîcent, to the Court of llevision of Quebc, which con-
firmed the first judgment rendered.

" Whereas the Plaintiff alleges that the -has successfully passed all the
required examinations: WVhereas t'he Defendant pleads that the Plaintiff is
not and never bas been qualified according to the laws and regulations in
this respect to be adnitted to the study and to the practice......Considering
that the Plaintiff and applicant is qualified to take advantage of the pro-
visions of chapter 31 of the -Statues of -he Province of Quebec passed in
1S98 (Pineault law) as completed by 63 Victoria, chapter 27 (Roy law), and
that he bas fulfilled all the requirements for admission to the practi-ce of
nedicine: Considering that the Defendant bas net proven the facts adduced

in 'bis plea.. .. .. rejects the said defense, mnaintaining !the said Writ of
mandamus, and -declares it peremptory, enjoining the esid College to grant a
liloense to the Plaintiff, etc."

Thus is the College of Physicians condemned for having desired
to abide by the statutes and regulations of the corporation. In virtue
of this judgment an oflicer of the College may at will change the laws
and regulations of ·the Board, and the 1ineault law modified by, the
1oy amendncut exempts irregular candidates, not only from the ex-
'imination for admission to the. study of medicine before the Provincial
Board of Medicine, but also from the examination for admission to
practice before the sanie Board.

The gravity of the situation is readily 'understood. The medical
law has already been greatly altered by the Quebec Legislature, if .the
courts withdraw now fron the College the limited authority which it
possesses, the usefulness of the Provincial Board of .Medicine is very
much curtailed. It would be just as well to return to the days of 1847,
when judges alone issued nedical licenses. Mboreover, it would be leav-
ing a door open to the ambition of all who have not complied with the
requirements of the law and thus eause disa.strous results. Happily
the question is not fimally settled. The Court of Appeals will soon be
called upon to decide the matter, and for the following reason:-

The very saie day that 3r. Gosselin won his case against the
College in the Court of Revision (thus confirming definitely.this judg-
ment as far as Mfr. Gosselin is concerned), Messrs. Chabot, Bernard,
Brunet, Paradis, .Filon aind Millette applied in turn to Judge Caron,
laying claim not only to their.license, but also to $1,000.00 dainages
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cach. The Judge granted to each of them $100.00 -and their license.
The College immediately appealedfrom 'this sextuple judgment to the
Court of Appeals, where the cases are inscribed for the coming term.

These.'proceedings were to be expected. The moment the civil
tribunals open so .widely the .door of the .corporation, give to the
Fineault-liov law a bearing. it has not, and that was never intended to
be given it: the moment they authenticed gratuitons -permits not auth-
orized by the statutes a;nd even award daniagés to the supplicants, the
clhances become far too inviting for the irregulars, several of whoi, it
appears, intend .to'.exact a license from the College, confiding in tIe

judgnent previously rendered.
Can the College of Physicians reasonably favour such transactions

Certainly not. The interests of the corporation are at stake; the Pro-
vincial Board .must defend theni. We sincerely hope the Superior
Courts will recognize its rights, regulations and statutes, aud will cover
with lie eloak of justice those who have followed the prescriptions of
the law, and not those who have sought for one reason.or.another to
elide theni. The fifteen hundred physicians of the Province of Quebec,
who at present lawfuilly practie their profession, and who for that
pnrpose have.imposed upon themselves all the sacrifices of work, time,
and moiney demanded by law, are entitled to the protection of the
Medical. Board and of the Courts, by requiring that all irregular ean-
didates at least comnply with' thlaw as amended.

P BENOÎT.
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THE JUDGMENT AGAINST THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS
AND SURGEONS OF THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

We hope that none of our readers will omit to read very carefully
Dr. Benoit's letter con cerning flie judginent recently obtained against
the College of Physicie as andi Surgeos of the Province of Quebec. Dr.
Benoit has put the whole case so very clearly, quoting the law and the
difierent amendients, that each reader may readily arrive at a pretty
definite understanding of the position of the College in the eyes of the
law in this province. It reveals a state of things most deplorable.
Indeed, it is alnuost incredible that things should be as they are repre-
sented in Dr. Benoit's correspondience.

The niedical profession is not more interested than the public in
iaintaining the highost possible standard of inedical education. The
public are year by year denianding higher culture and greater 'technical
skill, and they are quite within their riglits in so doing. Medical educa-
lion is becoming more and more difficult and scientific. To-day it
requires a well-trained mind, good natural ability, -and- constant appli-
cation over a period of four or five years, to gain sûfficient. ]-nowledge
Io pass the professional- examinations of the botter medical co1lege. -



The higli standing of medical traùiing is not promoted by lowering
Ihe matriculation examination, nor by allowing students to begin their
professional studies before passing it. The regular course of medical
study is quite sufficient to absorb all the energy of the student.

The.regulations of the study of medicine in Canada is the result of
years of experience in this and other countries, and the laws governing
it should, be respected.- It is always unwise to have rules that are not
c-nforced. To let a f ew students through the examinations, matricula-
tion or professional, without requiring from them the sane proficiency
demanded of others is to sow seeds of discontent and-ill-feeling. The
Governors of the College of Physicians and Surgeons will, we feel sure,
have the sympathy and loyal support of the profession in their en-
deavour to maintain the standards of the study of medicine in this Pro-
vince as establishcd by. law, and to -oppose the -entrance into the
profession'ý of any. student through other than the regular and legal
portals.

CANADIAN MEDICAL ASOCIATION.
WINNIPEG MEETINo, AUGUST 28TH TO 31ST, 1901.

The question now seeis to be, how is one to make arrangemenits to
get away at the time of the ineeting, for it seens to be, universally
conceded that to attend the Winnipeg meeting is the proper thing tO
do. The railways, having granted a single return rate to the meeting,
have assisted in breaking down one of the barriers, and now one hears
from all sides of physicians intending to make Winnipeg the central
point of their holiday trip, and Winnipeg is making preparations for a
great gathering ! Many physicians, it seems, will also take advantage
of the offer of the single fare rate from Winnipeg to points iin Manitoba,
the Northwest, British Columbia and North Dakota, after thev hàve
enjoyed the hospitality .of the Winnipeg profession.

The question of Dominion Registration will cone up for a f ull dis-
cussion-it is hoped for the last time before this thing to be desired
becomes a realization.

The following is a list of some of the papers alreacly promised:-
The Address in Medicine-J. R. Jones. innipeg.
The Address in Surgèry-0. M. Jones, Victoria.
The Address in Gynaecology-Thomas S. Cullen, Johns Hopkins,

Baltimore.
Tle ea-ly, Diagnosis«Ii1 Treatnieïit of Tulmonary Tüberchlsis-L.D.

Gilb Gt Grdòn, ýTorontô.
The Nose arid Throat -in 'Geineral Praètiee-John liiter,, Toronto.
Rei.irks on. some Interesting Diseases. of the Age-G. H. Burnham,

Tôronto.
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Orthopædic Treatment of Deformities and Disabilities Resulting
fron Paralysis-B. E. McKenzie, Toronto.

Title to be announced-D. J. Gibb-Wishart, Toronto.
A Practical Way of Distinguishing betwcen the Human and Animal-

Blood-G.. Silverthorne, Toronto.
Infectious Pneumonia-W. S. .Muir, Truro, N.S.
Sclerotie Ovaries-A. L. Smith, Montreal.
lieioval of Large Tumour from Os Uteri after Labour had set in-

A. Armstrong, Arnprior.
Tuberculosis in Milk-Prof. Russell, University 'of Wisconsin.
The Present. Outbreak of Sinallpox in Anerica--H. M. Bracken,

He-alth Officer, Minnesota.
1baitmatology of the Blood-L. H. Warner, INew York.

Skin Diseases-Lantern Denonstration-F..J. Shepherd, Mon treal.
The Treatment of Consumption in Speial1 Institutions-A. J. Rieh r,

Montrea.
Disposal of Tuberciifous Sputem-J..H. E.liott Gravenhurst
Title to be announced-G. Chambers, Toronto.
.Chronic Ulceration of the Stomach Simulating Cancerous Disease-

Relation of a Case. of Gastro-enterostomy with Murphy Button-Re-
covery-J. F. W. Ross, Toronto.

Report of Cases Treated with the. Hot Air Bath-W. '.. Peplar,
Toronto.

Title to be announcecl-J. -. Hutchison, Winnipeg.
Some Forms of Gastric Hyperacidity- and Their Treatment-C. F.

Martin, Montreal.
Syphilis.as Seen by the Ophthalmie Surgeon-F. Buller, Montreal.
On the Necessity of a Better Recognition and -Isolation of Troch-

omatous Patients in Canada-W. Gordon M. Byers, Montreal.
Title to be announced-J. L. Bray, Chatham, Ont.
Epidemie Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis-A -History of Some Cases-

Janies MceCc-nty, Gretna, Man.
Pulmonary Tuberculosis, its Treatment and Prevention-A. P.

Proctor, Kamloops, B.C.
Mild Smallpox-G. A. Kennedy, Macleod,- Alta.
Title to be announced-C. J. Fagan, Victoria, B.C.

T HLE ROCKEFELLER SOHOLARSHIPS.
In foumdinga series of scholarships for.the, study of. medical science,

John D. Roekefellei hassho'n a spirit, of -broad-mindednesà..thàt is in
many wvays most conunendable, 'nasmuch as he ha hot coifined hèse
donations to 'his .own country, but has s'icùhided McGill University in
the number of institutions beiiefitted thereby. And, tôo, he has



done an excellent thing in seeking not to further perpetuate his naine
in a pile. of buildings that may too often ]ack funds for their perpetual
niaintenance, but .to obtain the niost iiunediate résults by placing the
funds in the hânds of a conmittee to distribute anong already existing
laboratories. The scholarships are eight in number, seven of thent
being in American Universities, the eighth to MeGill; and fie iucome
provided by Mr.iRockefeller lias enabled the comminttee to obtain. the
sevices of one or more scientists at each place, wlose work wiill be pub-
lished in the name of the Rockefeller Scholarships from the laboratories
of the respective colleges.

The appointinent at Montreal has been. givén to Dr. William .W
Ford, A.B., M.D., whose services are thereby secured for some tiie to
come to McGill 'University. Dr. Ford is a nost able young iitan, and
lis held for the past two years the Governors' Fellowship in Pathology,
during which time lie lias published a large. amount of valuable work,
chiefly upon bacteriological subjeets. lndeed, at the present tinie there
is, perhaps, no one in America as th oro ughly versed, as is Dr. Ford,
upon the:subjeèt -of intestinal bacteria, for during the last year he has
been engaged upon a work of considerable magnitude dealing with
this subject.

.The. University, therefore, is to be congratulated upon being able
to retain bis services and to secure a continuation of this work in the
laboratories." Had it not been.for the new endownent, it is probable
that Dr. 'Ford, having completed the tenure of his Feilowshiip, would
ba.ve severed his connection with McGill University.

Dr. Ford is an Ohioan, who was educated at Adelbert College, West-
ern Reserve .Uuiversity, Cleveland, graduating as A.B. in 1893, and at
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, receiving his degree of M.D. in
1898. Subseqient tô this 'he was house-surgeon in the Robert Garrett
Hospital for Children, Mt. Airy, Marylanc, and was later on the Interne
Stâff of' fhe, Joh'ns H1opkins Hospital, Baltimore, which position ho left
to accept the Governors' FolNlowship at MGili.

Dr. Ford 'sailed in July by -the " Oceanie" for Liverpool, where he
will remain for a short· time in one of the laboratories, after which he
goes to' Paris to the Pasteur Institute, where he proposes to spend some
considerable time'i n study and research., Next spring lie will resume
bis work in 'the Pathological Laboratory at McGill under Professor
Adami, continuing. the ine of inyestigationshewill undertakewhile.
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DIAGNOSIS AND TRIEATiMENT OF OSTEOMYELITIS.

E G. MasoN.

Tu read an laborate paper on the Diagnosis .and Treatinent of
Osteoiiiyelitis," or even on-e covering it fairly well, would take up far
more time than could be-spared at this meeting, I will, therefore, deal
with the principal forins of the aisease only.

Speaking of the disease as a whole,.it is the result of an infection
from one of the pyogenic organism, either the streptococcus or the
staphylococcus. The disease is usually started by soine slight injury,

particularly in children previously debilitated by thé infectious fevers.,
Bowever, cold, traumatism and over-exertion are fréquent exciting
causos, and-it may follow typhoid fever.

The disease may b dividéd into:-(1) Acute osteonyelitis; (2)
Chronie osteomyelitis, and I think I may say (3) Tuberculous osteoimye-
litis.

A cule osteoy.elitis is an acute suppurative inflammation of the me-
dulla of the bone. .As a result of this acute inflammation in the
medulla of the bone, that part becomes greatly congested, fluid -is
poured out, fills up the cancellous spaces and Haversian canals, and
subsequiently.accumuilates under the periosteum. The mnedufll very
quickly becomes infiltrated with pus, the periosteum thickened and
swolien, with.pus beneath it. The suppuration uder the periosteuni
maly result without any .communication with the niedlila, or in sonie
cases only after the bone is softened at some.part, and communication
thus established.

Diagnosis:-This must depend on the symptois and the history of
the patient. Usually, the first symptom to be noticedi is a chili fol-
lowed by a severe pain in the affected part, sometimes by rodness,
fluctuation and severe constitutional disturbances with a high tempera-
ture. A nild case umay be attended by very sligh ,symnptoms and
proceed to recovery. hen the suppurative form is present, however,
there may be a proniinence.over thlieaffected, areaor:a-fungous abscess
into which the probe readily. sinks de1yy. Periostitis, .nilich is in-
variably present,. niay ,iask :fhe true nature of the case., There may
be violent fevers with great pain in the first instance. The fever soon
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passes into .the ,typhoid type, being accompanied by a. rapid, small pulse;
headache, thirst, and dryness of tongue, and stupor or deliriim, so
that the disease is often at this stage inistaken for typhoid or menin-'
.gitis. The pain is generally intense and if the bone is superficial swell-
ing is soon apparent over it, the skin also becoming red or livid. In
the course of a few days fluctuation becomes evident and on incision
pus escapes, the bone is felt to-be bare in parts, while in others, while
inot actually bare, the periosteum peels off very readily.

Where the bone is more deeply seated or where the process is confined
to the 2nedulla, the swelling and redness may not appear so early, but
in any case the pain is extremely gevere so long as the patient is suf-
fiently conscious to refer to it. In young children it is discovered
accidentally.' n. these the disease nay traverse -the epiphyseal cartil-
age and affect the neighbouring joint, thougli not necessarily suppur-
ating. ·In cases where the patient is-in a state of stupor, he does not
call any..pecial attention to the part, which nakes diagnosis extrencly
difficult in such cases. In severe .cases the symptoms are very grave
indeed and inay end in death in two or thrce days from rapid septi-
coemia, while in -others the patient nay survive and die subsequently
of pymia, septicoemia, ulcerative endocarditis, or exhaustion.

Some very interesting figures concerning the occurrence of the dis-
ease, are given by Hiaaga in Beit. zur. lin. chir. for 1890. He niade
a study of 403 cases of acute osteonyelitis -and found that the propor-
-tion of occurrence was 3.38 males to -one female. Moreover, he found
that 42 per cent. of these cases were between the ages o- 13 and -17;
below the age of 6, the percentage·was much below this, and above 19
years there was almost an extinction of cases. He further demonstrated
that 3-5 .of ail 'the cases occurred in the.long'eylindrical bones, more
-frequently tle tibia and femur. In the tibia the disease occurred in
the centre of the shaft imore -frequently than in any other part -of the
*boie, while.in the femur it More often attacked the lower third.

In addition to the -foregoing lie showed that 2Ù per cent. of all cases
were multiple, and in '189 of the entire number more -or less' aggra-
-vated disturbances of the adjacent articulations remained.
* Ti-élat in La Tribune Médical for ,March, 1891, says:-"'Osteîbmye-
,litis inay appear duiing adult life, though without doubt much »ess
frequently than 'in infancy or ad6lescence. With adults the affection
may be chronic fromthe first, beginning insidiously. and progressing
slowlÿ.

Th& onlyfdiseases;dikely fo be confused with this arè:f '() tyÿlfidd
fever; (2) acute rheumnatism; (3). a deep-seated 'abscess; (4) tuberéular
-or syphilitic disease :in infancy.
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in the first instance, that of typhoid fever, difficulty will only be
experienced in very acute cases, where the rapid poisoning of the
patient prevents his giving an aceount of his symptoms, and in young
children *who cannot tell what ails them.

In these eases, where the syniptoms set in so rapidly and acutely one
sbould suspect a zepticemic condition rather -than a specific fever such
as typhoid. And in all suspicious cases one ought to feel all over the
body, especially the bones usually affected, to see whether pain is caused
or not. If the child winces, a local cause is at once manifest. In
osteomyelitis also, the pressure of the bone in an upward direction,
sucih as tapping on the feet-in osteonyelitis of the tibia or fenui-,
causes pain.

With regard to acute rheumatism, the symptons are, more general,-
a nunber of joints affected and the general condition of ·the patient
not so bad as in osteoniyelitis. The temperature is not so high, -nor
does the patient pass into the typhoid state. A deep seated abcess
rarely gives rise to any difficulty. It. does not usually produce the
violent·constitutional symptoins, especially the typhoid state, of 'acute'
osteonyelitis. When the abeess is in the leg, tapping of the foot vill
not usually increase the pain unless the inflaied part -is touched 'or
noved.

According to Wiener in Klin. Voch. for 1897:-"Diagnosis is to be
nade between osteomyelitis in infaîncy and tubercular or syphilitic
disease. ie considers the following features as conclusively-diagnostic
of osteomyelitis:-l. The iultiplicity of foci in the bone; 2. The
frequency of tlhe separation of the epiphysis; 3. The frequent involve-
meont of the joint; 4. The acute course of the disease.

Necrosis of bone follows acute osteomyelitis and the presence of
sequestra nay be diagnosed by the following syiptoms:-A previo's
history of acuie illness followed by the forniation of an abscess in a few
days. This may be drained by an incision by a surgeon and subse-
quently by -sinuses which renain open for years. The granulations
around the opening are generally prominent. The bone itself at the
seat of the necrôsis is very inucli thickened and the tissues are adherent
to the periosteum. On introducing the. probe. one feels bare bone,
which nay or nay not move according tO the size and' shape of the
seq~uestrum and of the cavity in which it lies.

Wiether the dead piece is felt to, nove or not, if we have fthe acide
history. and if a period -of at lcast six' months bas clapsed. sincé the
onsèt of the trouble, we may be pretty sur& tha.t the -dôad .piecé *has
become separated. Even thougli we m ay not be able to find bare bone,
it is certain to be there unfder the circunstånêes inentioxied, and failure
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to find it simply means that the sinus is tortuons or that the opeuing
in the new case is too sinall to admit the probe.

Treatmen.-The treatment iust be considered (1) according to the
SItage of the disease and the part -of the bone which is more especially
affected; (2) according to the presence or absence of suppuration in the
neiglibouring joints; (3) according to whether it las followed an open
wound or not, 'and (4) according to other complications which may
coexist.

Tire ·treatment of acute osteonyelitis consists in freely opening up
the medullary cavity and clearing out all the pus and medullary tissue.
As soon as the diagnosis is made out, a -free incision should be made
down to the bone, the periosteum turned to one side, and with-a chisel
'nd hammer the dense shell of .the bone cut away till the nedullary
cavity has been well opened up and all the soft material thoroughly
scraped :out. . The incision in the bone must be extended until the
whole affected area of bone has, been exposed; but in cases wliere the
whole dia.physis is affected, .it nay be more convenient'to make several
openings in the bone, and to scrape out the cavity between them,
rather than -make one large gutter. Seeing, however, that a large
portion of the bone will probably die, there is no particular harn in
gouging away a large amount, for one-may actually remove the whole
of the necrosed portion in this way.

After'having thoroughly cleaned out the whole of the mîedullary cavity
it should be sponged with undiluted carbolie acid and a drainage tube
inserted. A little cyanide gauze may also be introduced between the
edges of the- wound and between the drainage-tubes so as to prevent

ýclosure -of the wound in -the first instance. The limb should be placed
on a splint. If after three or four days it is found that the wound is
aseptic, the stufflng may be left out and only one or. two drainage tubes
retained at the angles of the wound, the rest beingstitlied up.

In cases where the whole diaphysis is dead and separated at the
-epiphyseal line, it nay be removed, the periosteum being left intact;
and under any circumstances a certain amount of bone formation may
occur -fron the detached periosteum, sufficient sonetimes, where there
are two parallel bones, to give stability to the limb. If a sufficient
*amount of bone does not develop, bone-grafting nmust subsequently be
employed, but this cannot be carried out unless the wound is aseptie.
n;-nost, cases .it .is bestfto delaf bone-grafting until.thegoímd' hay
uite.héa1 ,.iùid' then' subsequentlyto o penû -p -the rts, agaiù Mith

the vit ofintrodücing fljegrafts.
Thereisa tendeiicy of the néighboring jointsto 'become stiff as the

result of inflammation in the joints theniselves lending to:aclhesions and
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obliteration of portions of the synovial capsule,, or from inflaminatory
exudations around the joint, giving risc to fibrous adhesions around
it and of adhesions of tendons to the bone. With the view of avoiding
these troubles, the splint should not be continued too long, and after
two or tlree weeks, nissage and passive motion of the neiglibouring
joints and muscles should be carried out. li the case of the lower
ext remiity it is well to keep the patient in-bed so long as there is a
pros)ect of the wound healing; but if it is evident that a sequestruim
is present there is no particular object in keeping him iiin bed, and his
strengtli wvill be better naintained by allowing him to get about. As
regards tne -upper extremity, of course, the patient need not be kept
iii bed at all after the fever subsides.

In the case of acute epiphysitis which especially occurs in children,
the epiphyseal cartilage is very apt to be completely destroyed and as a
resuilt no furtier growth of bone takes place, thus very material short-
ening of the limb nmay result as the patient grow.s up. The treatient
is the saie as other cases of acute.osteomyelitis.

Where we have acute suppurative osteomnyclitis with suppuration of
neighbouing joints ive have to deal iwith a very serious condition and
one which often ends fatally. These are usually cases of acute epfiphy-
sitis. Under such circumstiances the first thingthat one thinks of is
flhe advisability of amputation.and ilnost cases if the. patient is seen
before his condition lias becone hopeless, amputation through the
boue above is the best treatment. lI somie cases, however, where the
symnptomns are not so severe one nay, be content with opening up the
ieduila as already described and in addition nmaking free'incisions into
ihe joint so as to expose thoroughly and evacuate every recess, subse-

quently dra.wing the joint for a time, and if necessary employing con-
stant irrigation.

As regards acute suppurative osteoumyelitis and periostitis resulting
from an open wound, we meet with this at all ages, and the age of the
patient is of very great importance in determining the method of treat-
ment. Under these conditions the organisns at once spread into and
along the mnedulla and inder the periosteumi with great rapidity, and
lcad alnost certainily, in the case of an amputation stump to complete
necrosis of the lower end of the stump and very often to the forma-
tion of sequestra higher up. This condition is alse extremely apt to
be acconmpanied with pyammia, and in the case of a stump the piece of
bone which is lefit is very often not worth saving, at any rate not worth
risking the patient's life to save. Heiice the proper piocedure in acute
necrosis following amputation -wounds seens to be early amputation
through the joint above.
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ln case of compound fractures where osteomyelitis lias set in, unkess
the condition is very limited, amputation is usually the best practice;
but in some cases where the disease iï quite limited and the patieut
young, one may delay and Wrait for the separation of sequestra, and in
this way get a satisfactory limb.

In the treatient of bone necrosis, during the period. which inter-,
venees between .the attaîck of acute illnese and the separation of the
sequestrui, there is no object in any surgical interference for if o
cuts down at that tinie, it is difilcult to be certain how much of the
bone is dead and vhere the point of contact of the dead and the living
is. Therefore up to the time when the bone has becone separated by
natural processes, all that one needs to do is to apply antiseptic oint-
ments to the orifice of the sinuses and sec that proper escape of the
discharge is provided. When a suitable tine for operation bas arrived
the first point for consideration is how weean get as free aceess to the
dead bone as possible; and if*the.sinuses are situated in parts where,
on account of the presence of nerves, vessels, etc., we cannot make a
free enough opening, we should disregard the sinuses altogether and
eut down on some other part of the bone where the anatomical arrange-
ments are more favorable. The incision in the skin should be coexten-
sive with-the thickening'of the bone, because it is absolutely essential
that the whole cavity in which the bone lies should be freely opened
up both with the view of making certain that the whole fragment is
reioved and also of providing proper escape of the discharge after-
wards and of obtaining proper elosure of the cavity. The skin and
tissues should 'b freely divided, the periosteum detached laterally over
the thickened area, so as to gi-ve free access and then with a chisel and
hamner one proceeds to chisel away the bone till one reaches the
cavity where the sequestrum is present.

Where the patient is weakly it is in nost cases advisable to apply
a tourniquet before the operation, both. with the view of prever'ting
unmnecessary loss of blood and als.o with the view of being able to
disinfect the cavity thoroughly afterwards. Hlaving reached the cavity
in the bone it should bo opened up completely from end to end and
from side to side till the sequestrum can b)e lifted out without trouble.
.Having removed the sequestrum and thoroughly scraped out all granu-
lation tissue, one should also dissect out the sinuses 'which lead to the
diseased bone and then proceed -to- disinfectLthe spairts, in the.hopô9f
ob,àtiing asepsik. The part should- behoroughly..sponged with:' un-
-diluted carbolie acid andI after this -has..acted for a few miinitegtlie
cavity should be tightly packed with gauze sprinkled with iodoforn.
The tourniquet can then be relamed .and any superficial vessels which
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)spout can be tied and the rest of the 'wound filled up with packing. An
antiseptic dressing is applied outside and in many cases one in this
way succeeds in rendering the wound aseptie.

In the after treatinent an important point is to decide what is to be
done with hie large cavity left behind.

If the septie condition is not eradicated the stuffing can be taken
out in two or threc days and the best thing to do then is to stitch to-
gether the skin incisions with the exception of an opening at one end
iirough whicli a large drainage tube passes into the cavity. When we
find on dressing the wound after three or four days that there is no
suppuration whatever, the stuffing should be completely removed and
ni attemupt muay be made to fill up the cavity withi material which will

become organized, either the bloodelot alone, or catgut, or decalcified
bonechips. .

Of these nethods the best is bonegrafting by means of decalcified
bone chips. These bone chips are decalcified and kept in a solution
of corrosive sublimate in alcohol. The cavity is filled up with bone
chips, a little bleeding is induced so that the intervals between the
chips become filled with blood-clot and then the periosteum, if possible,
is brouglit together, a stitel or two put in between the muscles, and
the skin wound closed. A drainage-tube is not usually required unless
excessive bleeding is present, in which case a few strands of catgut
brought out at the lower end of the wound will allow the superfluous
blood to escape. The wound is then' covered with an antiseptie dress-
ing and the part placed at rest on a splint.

Chronic ?esleomyclitis is inflamniation of -a .more chronic type affect-
ing the medulla and adjacent dense bone. This condition may follow.
the acute, but more usually it is chronie from the first.

In chronie osteomyelitis the result is either softening of the bone,
"rarefying osteitis" or condensation of the bone "condensing osteitis"
or a localized abscess in.the bone "Brodie's Abscess." In some rare
cases referred to by Sir James Paget under the 'name of "quiet necro-
sis" a sequestrium has:been found without any signs of its presence.

The diagnosis depends on the symptoms and etiology.
We may have a history of previous injury or some constitutional con-

dition such as rheumatism, or it nay occur under circumistances which
we do not exactly understand. As regards the symptonis we have a
marked thickening of the boue in the region of the disease, some
tenderness over the inflaned part, generally acute at certain 'points.
There is often a great deal of pain which is worse when the limb be-
cones warm and more especially when the patient is in béd at iight.
The pain is more narked than the tenderness and is of a neuralgic and
throbbing character, while the converse is the case in chronie periostitis.
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The syniptois may.subside at times and again get worse, the course
being mflarked by exacerbations and remissions; sometimet, even for
mouths the patient may becoie comparatively free from pain and then
again suifer froin a severe attack.

In eases of "Brodie's Abscess' of boue, the disease is generally in
ilie neighborhood of the epiphysis, characterized by marked enlarge-
ment of the part with very intense pain especially at night; there is'
generally a' tender spot somewhere or other. Soinetimes where the
disease lias lasted long and the bone become softened, we inay also
find a soit spot.

The treatnent is either palliative or radical.
The former consists in rest to the part, elevation, counter-irritation

iii 'the forn of either blisters or the actual cautory, especially Corrigan's
Cautery, and the administration of drugs, internally, of which are
potassium jodide and salicin or sodium salicylate. . The iodide in large
doses seens to relieve the pain in soine cases very narkedly. The
result of this palliative treatment is usually, how-ever, only temnporary,
and it is but seldom that a cure results even thougli the treatmnent be
continuied for nany nonths. As a rile the patient's condition improves
for a tilme and inay keep pretty well while taking large doses of iodide,
but if he stops this and begins to walk about, tlie old sympitoms are
apt to occur. Hence in cases where a fair trial has been given to palli-
ative measures without much benefit, it is advisable to propose an
operation.

The operative procedures consist in cutting down on the inflamed
part and removing as far as possible the whole of the thickened and
inflamed periosteum, gouging away a large portion of the thickened
bone, and looking for the presence of an abscess, sequestrum or other
cause. Strict asepsis is imperative. If an abscess cavity is found it
should be thoroughly opened up,. as described in speaking of sequestra.
It is well to sponge out the cavity with undiluted carbolic acid, then
suture closely the opening and endeavor to get healing by first inten-
tion. With the view of getting a better scar, one should use curved
incisions, turning aside a flap, rather than a straiglit incision over the
centre of the inflamed àrea. Afterwards the limb should be put in a,
splint fkr two or thrce weeks, because the cavity in the bone fills with
blood-clot which must become organized. In cases where inflammation
is at sonie distanc9 from a joint, this splint may be' continued.even
longer. When a split is lêft off, t1i- patient should still --be kept 'in
bed, if it is the.lower extrenity which is the seat of the disease, for six
weeks or a couple of menths so as to allow the new tissue to become
thoroughly firni. If the patient.gets up too early, the young vessels in
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the organising blood-elot give way, hæmorrhage takes.place, and the

process of organization is apt to be arrested. Massage and passive
movenent should be kept up from an early period after the operation.

Tuberculous osteomyelitis is a condition in which the medullary tissue
of the bone becomes infiltrated with tuberculous material. This condi-
tion especially airects flie shorter long boues such as the phalanges and
tlie nmetacarpals. In the fingers it is known as "Strumous dactylitis."
It is also the most conumon form of tuberculosis in the snali cancel-
lous bones sucih as the tarsals.

The symptoms are very characteristie. The patient is alnost always
a child; very often several bones are affected and the enlargement of
the bone is of a spindle-shaped character. In the early stage there is
no softening or pain and later on the presence of an abscess adds to
the certainty of diagnosis. ln this case the only difficulty will arise
in connection wivth hereditary syphilis, because in syphilis, one meets
with a sonewhat sinillar condition. There, however, the condition
a rises usually in infancy, other symptonis of syphilis are present, and
abscess formation does not occur. In the case of tuberculous osteomye-
litis of cancellous bcne, such as the tarsal bones, beyond the feeling of
uneasiness and aching in the early stages the patient does not usually,
notice anything till the disease lias attacked the neighboring joints.

The treatment of tuberculous osteoumyelitis is:-
Careful rest and pressure, 'aud good hygienic conditions should be

pîersevered in for a very considerable tinie. Operation is hardly neces-:
sary. in these cases unless there are signs of abscess formation outside
the bone. The operation consists in clearing out the·disease and
thorough disinfection of the cavity by; sponging out· with undiluted
carbolic acid. The wound nay then be stitceld up without drainage.
If, however, there is much oozing it is well to introduce af one angle.
of the wound for two or three lays either a: snall drainage tube or a.
few strands of horse-hair or catgut so as to allow the blood to escape..
It is well to place the part in a splint.

In the case of tuberculous osteonyelitis of the small cancellous bones,.
such as f arsas,, tlie best resuilt is obtained by xeising the affected bone
completely. As a rule if only .one bone is taken away, the result is-
extremely satisfactory as regards .the usefulness of the foot. In after
years, in the case of the cuneifo'i-ms more especially, one is often unable-
to tell that anything had been remioved from »the foot:
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